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R      1.  Winchester Model 67.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle 
with a 27” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver looks like 
a re-blue with some un-even surface texture.  It shows little wear.  The chrome on the bolt is in very 
good condition showing little wear.  The trigger guard shows some scratching and finish wear and 
has a brownish tint. The plain walnut stock is in good condition with some minor marks, scratching 
and finish wear.   Original butt plate.  Original sights.  Action works OK.  C&R.  

 2. Winchester Model 1887.  Serial # 18806.  12 Ga. lever action shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore 
is fair/good with some light pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.  Made in 1888.  The finish on the 
barrel is a worn brown/gray patina with some scratches and small spots of rust.  The receiver is a 
gray patina showing faint traces of case color and old cleaned surface rust.  The walnut stock and 
forearms are in good condition with the forearms showing numerous scratches areas of finish wear.  
Original metal butt plate.  Action works fine. 

R. 3. Winchester Model 1902.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L caliber single shot bolt action rifle with an 18” 
round barrel.  The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling.  This is a very early variant made from 1902 
to 1904 with the rear peep sight, steel butt plate and the Sh-L chambering.  The finish on the metal 
is a dark brown patina with a haze of surface rust.  The gumwood stock is in good condition with 
some minor dings, scratches, and finish wear.  Original trigger guard, butt plate, and sights.  Action 
works OK.  C&R. 

 4a. First of a lot of 2: Massachusetts Arms Model Wesson & Leavitt Belt Revolver.  Serial # NSN.  
.31 cal percussion fired revolver with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The bore is fair, pitted with visible rifling.  6 
shot cylinder is missing.  The metal finish on the barrel is a grayish brown patina with edge wear.  
The engraved frame is a browning gray patina with edge wear.  The wood grips are in good condition, 
no cracks or chips. The action does not work, there are parts missing.  Approx. 1000 made from 
1850-1851.   

 4 b. Second of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Defender 89.  Serial # 535.  .22 RF caliber antique 5 
shot spur trigger revolver with a 2-1/2” round barrel.  The bore is poor, rusted and pitted.  The 
nickel finish is mostly worn off.  The grips are missing.  The action does not work.   

 5. Whitney Arms Model No. 2 Sporting Rifle.  Serial # 805298.  .22 RF caliber rolling block rifle with 
a 26” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling.  Remington Rolling Block action 
made by Whitney Arms after Remington’s patent expired.  Made from 1881-1888.  The metal finish 
on the barrel is a dark brown patina with edge wear and surface rust.  The receiver was in the white 
and is now mostly a brown rusted patina.  The plain walnut forearm is in good condition with some 
dings and scratches.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in fair condition, dirty with dings and 
scratches.  Original sights.  Action works fine.  
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R. 6. Hopkins & Allen Model Safety Police.  Serial # 9989.  .32 S&W caliber double action top eject 
revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is in fair condition, dirty with moderate pitting.  The nickel finish 
is mostly worn off with some pitting on the surface.  The original H&A logo plastic grips are in good 
condition, no cracks or chips.  The action works.  Made from 1908 to 1917.  C&R.  

R.  7. Iver Johnson Model US Revolver Co. Hammerless.  Serial # 17482.  .38 S&W caliber double 
action revolver with a 3-1/4” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with good rifling.  The original 
nickel finish on the metal is in good condition with some flaking around the edges with the exposed 
metal having rusted.  The hard rubber grips are in very condition showing light wear with no cracks 
or chips.  Action works fine.  Made from 1910 to 1935.  C&R.  

R. 8 a. First of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model US Revolver Co. Automatic Hammer.  Serial # 26734.  
.32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is good, clean with good rifling. 
The original nickel finish shows some flaking with scratching and some spots of surface rust.  The 
hard rubber grips are in poor condition with both grip panels being chipped at the base.  Action 
works, but the trigger will not return.  Made from 1910 to 1935.  C&R.   

R. 8 b. Second of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Safety Hammer.  Serial # 33235.  .32 RF caliber 5 shot  
revolver with a 5” round barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty with light pitting.  The nickel finish is mostly 
worn off with patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The black rubber grips are in good condition 
showing wear, no cracks or chips.  The action work, but the trigger will not return. C&R.   

R. 9. Winchester Model 1903.  Serial # 32499.  .22 Winchester Automatic RF caliber semi auto rifle with 
a 20” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1908.  Tubular magazine in the butt stock.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina with wear, scratching and older cleaned surface rust.  
The receiver is a grayish brown patina with scratching.  The plain walnut stock and forearm are in 
good condition with some minor dings, scratches and finish wear.  Original sights.  Action works 
fine.  Made from 1903 to 1932.  C&R. 

R. 10. Winchester Model 67.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle 
with a 27” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver shows 
some light edge wear and scratching with some spots of cleaned surface rust.  The chrome on the 
bolt is in very good condition showing little wear.  The trigger guard shows some scratching and light 
finish wear. The plain walnut stock is in good condition with some minor marks, scratching and 
finish wear.   Original butt plate.  Original sights.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 11. Winchester Model 67A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle 
with a 27” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is 
excellent showing little wear.  The chrome on the bolt is in excellent condition showing little wear.  
The trigger guard shows some light scratching with little wear. The plain walnut stock is in very good 
condition with some minor marks from use.   Original butt plate.  Original sights.  Action works OK.  
C&R. 

R. 12. Norinco - Interarms Model JW-15.  Serial # 9025615.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in China.  Detachable magazine.  This is supposedly a copy of 
the CZ 452.  The blue finish on the metal is in good condition with some light scratches and some 
widely scattered light rust freckling.  The 2 magazines show light surface rust.  The hardwood stock 
is in very good condition, extra finish has been added and shows some light marks from use.  Action 
works OK.  Includes 2 magazines, a Bushnell Sportview 3X to 9X power scope in see-through rings 
and a deteriorated leather sling.  No longer imported. 

R. 13. Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Short Rifle.  Serial # 33693.  7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made at the Nagoya Arsenal.  Anti-aircraft rear sight, the 
wings are missing.  Standard mid-band.  The front band, bolt and extractor are matched to the 
receiver.  The mum is intact, it has not been ground or defaced.  The metal finish shows some edge 
wear light scratching near the muzzle.  The stock is in good condition with some dings on the butt.  
The action works fine. A very nice mid-war Type 99 rifle.  C&R. 
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 14. Militta Model Air Rifle. Serial 36403.  .177 caliber spring powered pellet rifle with a 16” half round-
half octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Most likely made in Germany in the early 1920’s.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is very good with just a hint of a haze of light surface rust.  The 
nickel receiver is in very good condition with some scratching and a few scattered spots of light 
surface rust.  The walnut butt stock is good to very good with some minor marks from use.  The 
action works fine. 

R. 15. Hamilton Model No. 19.  Serial #NSN.  .22RF under-lever single shot boy’s rifle with a 12” barrel 
(12” barrel has been exempted from NFA).  The bore is fair, worn and dirty with visible rifling.  
Bronze barrel with a steel sheet metal jacket.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a 
brown patina with light edge wear and scratching with fine surface rust.  The plain hardwood butt 
stock is in good condition with minor marks, no cracks.  Original metal butt plate.  Action works 
fine.  Should not be fired with modern ammunition.  C&R.     

R. 16. Smith & Wesson Model SW40VE.  Serial # PBY2220.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  14 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a satin finished 
stainless steel slide and a black polymer frame.  The satin finish on the slide is in excellent condition 
with a few light scratches.  The black polymer frame is in excellent condition with little wear.  3 dot 
fixed sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a nylon holster and a spare magazine. 

R. 17. Taurus Model 692 Tracker.  Serial # MA508244.  .357 Mag./9mm caliber double action dual 
cylinder revolver with a 3” ported barrel.  The bore will clean to very good/excellent.  Made in Brazil.  
7 shot cylinder.  Interchangeable crane assemblies for .357 Mag/9mm.  All stainless steel 
construction and red ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight.  The matte finish of the stainless 
steel is very good with some light soiling and small scuffs on the frame and cylinder.  The soft rubber 
grips are excellent.  Action works fine.  Includes the original box, 9mm crane assembly, the 
instructions, 3 full moon clips and a gun lock. 

 18. Remington Rolling Block Carbine.  Serial # 4061.  .50-45 (?) caliber single shot rifle with a 23-1/4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Looks like an 1867 Carbine, but the patent dates are not correct.  
Anchor stamp on the top of the barrel.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is heavily worn with 
scratching.  The receiver is a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust.  The walnut stock and 
forearm are in good condition with a few dings and scratches.  2 leaf rear sight.  Action works as it 
should. Caliber should be checked prior to firing. 

R. 19. Baikal – K.B.I. Model IJ-70 Makarov.  Serial # RS09165  9mm Makarov caliber semi auto pistol 
with a 3-5/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Russia.  This is the IJ-70-18AH variation with 
the double stack 10 round detachable magazine.  Adjustable rear sight.  Hammer drop slide 
mounted safety.  The blue finish on the slide is in very good condition showing some light scratching 
and some widely scattered dots of light freckling.  The matte finished frame shows a light haze of 
surface rust.  The black plastic grips are in very good condition with slight wear.  Action works fine.  
Includes the original box.    

R. 20. Spanish Model M43 Mauser Sporter.  Serial # 15470.  .22-250 Rem caliber bolt action single shot 
custom rifle with a 26” heavy barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Built on a Spanish M43 Mauser 98 
action.  The rifle features a Shilen stainless steel heavy barrel set in a walnut sporter stock.  The 
mag well has been blocked for single shot loading.  The bolt handle has been turned down and the 
safety replaced.  The stainless steel finish on the barrel is excellent with only a few minor scratches. 
The blued finish on the receiver shows thinning and edge wear.  The plain walnut stock is in very 
good to excellent condition with minor marks from use.  The trigger is fitted with a shoe.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a Weaver K12-C3 scope in Redfield mounts.  C&R.   
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R. 21. Spanish Model M1916 Mauser Sporter.  Serial # REA2199.  .257 Roberts caliber bolt action 
custom rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is very good.  Built on a Spanish M1916 Mauser action with 
a Ruger barrel.  The bolt has been jeweled with handle turned down and the safety replaced.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is excellent showing little wear with only a few minor scratches. The 
blued finish on the receiver shows thinning and edge wear.  The receiver has been drilled and tapped 
for scope mounting.  The plain walnut sporter stock is in very good condition with minor marks from 
use.  One swivel stud is missing.  The action works fine. C&R.   

R. 22. Japanese Model Type 30 Sporter.  Serial # 519813.  .30-40 Krag (?) caliber bolt action custom rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is very good.  Built on a Japanese Type 30 action with an unknown 
barrel.  The bolt handle has been turned down.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to 
very good condition showing little wear with some scattered spots of cleaned surface rust and some 
light scratches. The receiver has been buffed and re-blued and shows some scattered spots of light 
surface rust.  A receiver mounted Lyman sight has been added.  The plain walnut Bishop sporter 
stock is in good to very good condition with minor marks from use.  The action works fine. Caliber 
should be checked prior to firing. C&R.   

R. 23. Japanese Model Type 38 Sporter.  Serial # 122248.  .30 caliber bolt action custom rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Built on a Japanese Type 38 action with an unknown barrel in an 
unknown .30 caliber chambering.  The bolt handle has been turned down slightly.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The 
receiver has been buffed and re-blued and shows some light edge wear.  A receiver mounted Redfield 
sight has been added.  The checkered walnut sporter stock is in fair to good condition with 
numerous marks from use and some stress cracks in the butt.  The action works fine. Caliber 
should be checked prior to firing. C&R.  

R. 24. British- CAI Enfield Model No. 1 Mk III SMLE Sporter.  Serial # 5698.  .303 British caliber bolt 
action custom rifle with a 25” barrel.  The bore is very good.  Receiver dated 1912.  Detachable 
magazine.  The original military barrel has been polished and re-blued and is in good condition 
showing light muzzle wear and light surface rust at the muzzle.  The receiver has been buffed and 
re-blued and shows some light edge wear and underlying pitting.  The plain walnut Fajen sporter 
stock is in good to very good condition with some minor marks from use.  The action works fine. 
Includes a Bushnell Trophy 3-9x40 scope in an S&K mount. C&R.   

R. 25. Winchester Model 1904.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 21” barrel.  
The bore is good, clean with strong rifling and some scattered light pitting.  The metal finish is poor, 
heavily rusted.  The gumwood stock is in fair condition with dents and dings, scratches, and wear.  
Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 26. Keystone Arms Co. Model Single Shot Shotgun.  Serial # A544033.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun 
with a 30” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good if not excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  Made 
for Keystone Arms Co. of Philadelphia by Crescent Firearms.  The metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in fair condition with heavy rust. The plain walnut stock and forearm have been 
refinished and are in good condition with some marks from use.  There is a small crack on the 
underside of the forearm and at the upper tang of the butt stock.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 27. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24197.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in very good 
condition some fine scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in excellent condition 
with only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare 
magazine. 
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R. 28. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24198.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
with some scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good to excellent 
condition with only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a 
spare magazine. 

R. 29. Savage Stevens Model 87A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” barrel.  The 
bore is very good/excellent.  Tubular magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is 
in fair to good condition with light wear, scratching and scattered light surface rust.  The plain 
hardwood stock very good condition with some minor marks from use.  The butt plate is missing.  
Original front and rear sights.  Action works OK.  C&R.   

R. 30. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24194.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
with some scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good condition with only 
some minor marks and scuffs from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a spare magazine.  

R. 31. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24195.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun 
features a black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and 
ejection port to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in 
very good condition with some minor marks from use.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very 
good condition with only some minor marks and scuffs from use.  The rear sling mount has some 
light rust.  Action works fine.  Includes a spare magazine. 

R. 32. CZ – C.A.I. Model VZ-24.  Serial # UR6421.  8x57mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a 23” 
barrel.  The bore is good, clean with strong rifling, bright lands and dark grooves.  Made in 
Czechoslovakia.  The metal finish is worn to a gray patina with scratches.  The bolt is mis-matched.  
The military stock and handguard show numerous dents and dings, it is matched to the receiver 
number.  Action works OK. C&R. 

R. 33. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX50159.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in very good 
condition with some scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good to 
excellent condition with only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case 
and a spare magazine. 

R. 34. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX50156.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
with scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good to excellent condition 
with only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare 
magazine. 

R. 35. Harrington & Richardson Model Bay State Single.  Serial # 101476.  12 Ga. single shot break top 
action shotgun with a 26” barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and pitted.  The finish on the metal is in 
poor condition with heavy rust.  The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in fair 
condition with dings, scratches and finish wear.  There are some slivers of wood missing from the 
edges of the forearm and cracks in the butt at the upper and lower tang.  Action works OK.  C&R. 
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R. 36. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24139.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in very good 
condition with some minor marks from use.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good 
condition with only some minor marks and scuffs from use.  The action works fine.  Includes a spare 
magazine. 

R. 37. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX27611.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun 
features a black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and 
ejection port to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in 
good condition with some minor marks from use.  The matte black synthetic stock is in very good 
condition with only some minor marks and scuffs from use.  The rubber cheek rest is slightly 
scuffed.  The action works fine.  Includes a spare magazine. 

R. 38. Spanish Ruby Model Vulcain Automatic Pistol.  Serial # 584.  .32 ACP semi auto pistol with a 3-
1/4” barrel.  The bore is good, clean with strong rifling and some scattered pitting. Made in Spain.  
Detachable magazine not included.   A bag of parts. It looks like the major components are there.  
The firing pin and associated parts are missing.  The guide rod may not be correct. Sold As-Is. C&R. 

R. 39. CZ Model 38.  Serial # 279246.  .380 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-5/8” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  Made in 1939.  9 round detachable magazine.  Double action only with an exposed 
hammer.  The original high polish blue on the slide and frame is in good to very good condition with 
some edge wear and scratching.  There is some holster wear and some minor rust speckles.  Some 
straw colors remain on the hammer and trigger.  The brown plastic grips are very good with some 
minor marks, no cracks or chips.  Action works great and is nice and smooth.  The slide and frame 
are matched, the magazine is un-numbered. C&R. 

R. 40. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX23895.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
with scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in good to very good condition with 
only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare magazine. 

R. 41. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX19776.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
with scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in good condition with some minor 
marks and scuffs from use.  The charging handle is chewed up a bit.  Action works fine.  Includes a 
hard case and a spare magazine. 

R. 42. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX23892.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good to very 
good condition with minor scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in good to very 
good condition with only some minor marks from use.  There is some rust on the rear sling 
attachment.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare magazine. 

R. 43. Glock Model 17 Gen 4.  Serial # YGL320.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  17 round detachable magazine.  The matte black finish on 
the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame is in excellent 
condition also with no wear.  Trijicon night sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a box with 2 extra 17 
round magazines. 
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R. 44. Glock Model 17 Gen 4.  Serial # YGL306.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  17 round detachable magazine.  The matte black finish on 
the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame is in good 
condition, it looks like it was dropped and has a nasty scuff on the grip.  Trijicon night sights.  
Action works fine.  Includes a box with 2 extra 17 round magazines.     

R. 45. Glock Model 17 Gen 4.  Serial # XAX988.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  17 round detachable magazine.  The matte black finish on 
the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame is in excellent 
condition also with no wear.  Trijicon night sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a box with 2 extra 17 
round magazines. 

R. 46. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 350191.  20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 25” plain barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  Made in 1924.  The metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is worn to bare gray with scratching and older cleaned surface rust.  The grooved walnut 
forearm is in good condition with minor marks and finish wear.  The plain walnut butt stock is in 
very good condition with light scratches and a very fine small crack in the lower tang.  Original butt 
plate.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 47. Walther Model P-38.  Serial # 6017I.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  Made in Germany in 1944.  Marked “ac 44” on the left side of the slide.  Stamped with 
the correct WaA359 Waffenamts.  Detachable magazine.  The blue arsenal finish on the metal is in 
very good condition with slight holster wear, light edge wear and some wear on the front strap.   The 
reddish brown Bakelite grips are in good condition with slight wear.  All numbers match, the 
magazine is not numbered.  All proofs are very good.  Action works fine.  Includes a black leather 
soft shell holster with a spare magazine.  C&R. 

R. 48. DWM Model P-08 Luger.  Serial # 3757.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Double dated 1918/1920 above the chamber and DWM 
on the toggle.  Appears to be numbers matching.  The grips are waffenampt marked on the 
underside, but un-numbered.  Detachable aluminum bottom magazine numbered to the gun.  The 
metal finish shows some edge wear and light scratching.  Straw colored parts are in good condition.  
The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition showing slight wear. The action works fine.  
Includes a black hard shell leather holster marked “Otto Sindel Berlin 1941” numbered to the gun.  
The holster includes a spare magazine and a take-down tool both numbered to the gun.  Please see 
the photographs to get a better view of the markings.  C&R. 

R. 49. Czech She Model VZ-52.  Serial # K65592.  7.62x45MM caliber semi auto rifle with a 20” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Czechoslovakia.  Detachable magazine. This gas operated rifle is in 
fair to good military condition.  The military finish on the barrel, handguard and receiver is worn to a 
bare gray and is starting to turn brown.  The stock is in fair condition with stress cracks in the side 
and a crack in the wrist.  Military adjustable sights.  Front sight is missing the hood.  Gun features 
a folding bayonet.  Action works fine.  Includes a nylon web sling and 2 boxes (plus a few loose 
rounds) of original 7.62x45 ammunition.  C&R. 

R. 50. Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand.  Serial # 2260722.  .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is fair to good, slightly rough with good rifling.  It may clean better.  Blue Sky 
Import, probably from South Korea.  The receiver was made in late 1943.  The SA barrel is dated 
1950.  Bolt, milled trigger housing and op rod are marked SA while hammer is marked HR.  The 
gray/silver parkerized finish on the metal is in very good condition showing light areas of scuffing on 
the front end parts with little wear on the receiver.  The walnut stock, forearm, and handguard are in 
fair condition, rough with numerous scuffs and dings and fine cracks in the hand guard.  Action 
works fine.  Includes a canvas web sling.  C&R.   
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R. 51. Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand.  Serial # 2949046.  .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. The receiver was made in mid-1944.  The SA 
barrel is dated 1944.  Bolt, milled trigger housing, hammer and op rod are marked SA.  Lock bar 
rear sight.  The dark gray parkerized finish on the metal is in very good condition showing little wear.  
The walnut stock, forearm, and handguard are in good condition showing some minor dings and 
marks from use.  Action works fine. C&R.   

R. 52. Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand.  Serial # 2652367.  .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. The receiver was made in early 1944.  The SA 
barrel is dated 1946.  Bolt, hammer and op rod are marked SA, the trigger group is marked HRA.  
The gray/silver parkerized finish on the metal is in good condition showing edge wear and 
scratching.  The walnut stock, forearm, and handguard are in good condition showing some minor 
dings and marks from use.  The front hand guard is a newer replacement.  Action works fine. C&R.  

R. 53. Henry Repeating Arms Model H001.  Serial # 665578H.  .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with an 
18½” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This classic lever gun features a blued steel barrel with a black 
alloy receiver.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition 
showing little wear.  The black finished alloy receiver is excellent as well with some widely scattered 
scratches.  The plain walnut forearm is in very condition with some marks from use.  The matching 
plain walnut butt stock is excellent showing little sign of use.  The action works fine.  Includes a 
Center Point 3-9x40 scope with an illuminated reticle that does not work.   

R. 54. Winchester Model 94AE XTR Chevy Outdoorsman.  Serial # 5288779.  .30-30 Win. caliber lever 
action rifle with a 20” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  These guns were only offered to those who 
purchased the Outdoorsman package on new Chevrolet Trucks in 1985.  The original blued metal 
finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with 
a few small patches of older cleaned surface rust on the magazine tube.  The black finished receiver 
is in very good to excellent condition with a few widely scattered spots of older cleaned surface rust.  
The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little wear.  Original 
sights including the front hood.  Action works fine.     

 55. Unknown Maker Superposed Pistol.  Serial 0013288. .36 Cal. percussion fired over/under spur 
trigger pistol with 3-1/2” barrels.  The bores are rusty.  Barrels load by twisting 90 degrees and 
pulling outward.  The metal finish on the barrels and frame is worn to a near bare gray.  The black 
plastic grips do not fit well.  The action seems to function OK. 

 56. Bacon Arms Co. Model Governor.  Serial # 707.  .22 RF Short caliber single action spur trigger 
revolver with a 2¼” barrel. The bore is poor with rust.  7 shot cylinder.  The finish on the metal is 
worn to a bare gray patina with some scattered surface rust.  The wooden grips are in good condition 
with some finish wear.  Action does not work. 

R. 57. Ruger Model Mark II Target.  Serial # 219-26140.  .22 RF caliber semi auto target pistol with a   
5½” round bull barrel.  The bore is excellent.  10 shot detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel and frame is very good to excellent showing little sign of use.  The factory black plastic 
grips are excellent showing little wear.  Adjustable sights.  Action works fine.  Includes the original 
gray plastic box, the instructions and an extra magazine. 

R. 58. Browning Model Buck Mark Plus.  Serial # 655NX35289.  .22 RF caliber semi auto target pistol 
with a 5½” slab sided target barrel.  The bore is excellent.  10 shot detachable magazine.  The pistol 
features an adjustable Pro Target rear sight.  The pistol shows little use.  The gloss blue finish on the 
barrel is showing little wear.  The matte black finish on the slide and frame is in excellent condition 
showing no wear as well.  The laminated rosewood grips are in excellent condition with no wear.  
Action works fine.  Includes the gray plastic box, the instructions and a spare magazine. 
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R. 59. Ruger Model 77/22.  Serial # 703-67200.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 20” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  10 shot detachable rotary magazine.  Made without sights.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel and receiver is excellent showing little sign of wear.  The checkered walnut stock is in 
excellent condition with just a few minor marks.  Scope ring bases integrally machined in to the 
receiver.  The action works fine.  Includes the original box, a Leupold VX-1 2-7x28 scope mounted in 
the Ruger rings and a leather sling. 

R. 60. Smith & Wesson Model 69.  Serial # CZV6874.  .44 Magnum caliber double action 5 shot revolver 
with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This is an all stainless steel revolver with an adjustable 
rear sight.  The brushed finish on the stainless steel is in excellent condition with just a light 
cylinder line.  The original black rubber combat grips are in excellent condition with little wear.  
Action works fine and the gun appears to have been fired very little.  Includes the original blue 
plastic box along with the instructions and action keys.   

R. 61. Smith & Wesson Model 351PD Airlite.  Serial # DKR0845.  .22 Magnum caliber double action 
revolver with a 1-7/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  7 shot cylinder with a lightweight alloy frame.    
Fixed sights with a fiber optic front sight.  The matte black metal finish on the barrel frame and 
cylinder is in excellent condition showing little wear and just a hint of a cylinder ring.  The original 
gloss finished laminated rosewood grips are in excellent condition with little wear.  Action is tight 
and works fine.  Gun shows little use and may be unfired.  Includes the original box, instructions 
and a gun lock. 

R. 62. Taurus Model PT-22.  Serial # 56236Z.  .22 RF caliber “Tip Up Barrel” semi auto pistol with a 2¼” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  9 round detachable magazine.  The finish on the stainless steel barrel 
and slide is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The polymer frame is in excellent condition.  
Action is like new and the gun appears to have been fired very little.  Includes the original box, 
instructions and the action keys. 

R. 63. Taurus Model M82.  Serial # L041671.  .38 +P Special 6 shot double action revolver with a 4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The matte black finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in excellent 
condition showing little wear and just a hint of a cylinder ring.  The black rubber combat grips are in 
excellent condition showing little wear.   The action is like new and the gun appears to have been 
fired very little.  Includes the original box, instructions and the action keys. 

R. 64. Ruger Model SP101.  Serial # 575-24215.  .357 Mag. caliber double action revolver with a 3” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  5 shot cylinder.  The brushed finish on the stainless steel is in excellent 
condition with little if any wear.  The factory black rubber grips with grooved plastic inserts are in 
excellent condition also showing no wear.  Action works fine and the gun appears to have been fired 
very little.  Includes the original grey plastic case, the instructions and a gun lock. 

R. 65. Sarsilmaz Model SAR9.  Serial # T1102-20BV84301.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto striker fired 
pistol with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  17 round detachable magazine.  This pistol 
features a matte black finished slide with a black polymer frame.  The finish on the slide is in 
excellent condition showing no wear.  The polymer frame is in excellent condition showing no wear.  
3 dot sights.  Action works fine and the gun appears to have been fired very little.  Includes the 
original plastic box, an extra magazine, 2 extra back straps, and cleaning tools.   

R. 66. Browning Arms Model Citori Lighting Grade I.  Serial # 70429MW131.  12 Ga. over/under 
shotgun with 26” ventilated rib barrels.  The bores are excellent.  3” Chamber.  The barrels use the 
Invector screw in choke tube system and come with an Imp. Cyl. and Imp. Mod. choke tubes 
installed  Made in Japan in 2004.  Single selective trigger with auto ejectors.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrels is in very good to excellent condition with a few scattered scratches.  A sling swivel 
mount has been attached to the bottom barrel.  The finish on the engraved receiver is very good to 
excellent showing little wear as well.  The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good 
condition with a few small scratches.  A sling swivel stud has been installed in the butt.  The action 
works fine and is tight.  Includes the original box, instructions, extra choke tubes (3 Imp. Mod) and a 
choke wrench.  
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R. 67. Remington Model 700 BDL DM Custom.  Serial # D6281327.  7mm-08 Rem. caliber bolt action 
rifle with a 21” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Detachable magazine.  The satin black finish on the 
barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.  There are no markings other than the caliber.  The 
matte black finish on the factory engraved receiver is excellent as well.  The green/black synthetic 
Bell & Carlson stock is in excellent condition with only some minor marks from use.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a Vortex Crossfire 4-12x40 scope in Leupold style mounts.   

R. 68. Remington Model 700 BDL Custom.  Serial # G6962816.  7mm Rem Mag. caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 25” barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is excellent.  The satin black finish on the barrel 
is in excellent condition showing no wear.  There are no markings other than the caliber.  The satin 
black finish on the receiver is excellent as well.  The black synthetic H&S Precision stock is in very 
good to excellent condition with only some minor marks and scuffs from use.  The action works fine.  
Includes a Nikon Monarch 5-20x40 scope in Leupold style mounts.  

R. 69. Remington Model 700 LV Light Varmint.  Serial # S6500870.  .204 Ruger caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 22” stainless steel fluted barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Oversize bolt handle.  The 
stainless finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition with only a few light scuffs and 
fine scratches.  The stainless steel receiver is very good to excellent as well with some light scuffs.  
The black synthetic stock has been painted with a camo pattern and is in very good to excellent 
condition with only some minor marks and scuffs from use.  The action works fine.  Includes a 
Leupold Vari-X IIc 4-12x40 scope.   

R. 70. Remington Model 700 SPS.  Serial # G6563474.  .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 20-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made without sights.  The matte black finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in very good to excellent condition with just a hint of wear on the barrel.  The black 
synthetic stock is in very good condition with only some minor scuffs.  The action works fine, there is 
a haze of light surface rust on the bolt.  Includes a Buckmasters 3-9x40mm scope in Talley mounts.   

 71. Dikar Model Single Shot Pistol.  Serial # 214395.  .45 caliber black powder percussion fired pistol 
with a 6” octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with no rust.  Made in Spain.  These guns were 
sold by CVA and Dixie Gun Works years ago and were available new or in kit form.  The barrel finish 
is a very thin brown over steel cold blue appearance.  The lock plate is case colored.  The stock is in 
very good condition with only a few handling marks.  The rear sight is missing, no front sight.  The 
action works fine.   

 72. Colt Model 1877 Lightning.  Serial # 99617.  .38 Colt caliber double action revolver with a 4-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1895.  The finish on the metal is a 
worn gray patina throughout.   The Colt hard rubber grips are very good showing light wear.  The 
frame, trigger guard, grip frame and loading gate match, the cylinder is not numbered. The action 
functions OK, but is a bit sticky.   

R. 73. Webley & Scott Model Mark IV 38.  Serial # 36078.  .38-200 (.38 S&W) caliber double action top 
ejecting revolver with a 5” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good/excellent.  Made for military use 
during WWII and re-furbished for police use after the war.  A cross hammer safety has been added 
and the butt is marked “SPF” (Singapore Police Force) and a rack number 4207. The black finish on 
the frame and cylinder is in very good condition with some edge wear and scratching.  The original 
checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition with slight wear and scratching.  Excellent 
BNP proofs.  Lanyard loop.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 74. Polish – Intrac Model M44 Mosin-Nagant.  Serial # KT1741.  7.62x54Rmm caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 20½” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Polish made version of the Russian M44.  Made at 
Factory 11 in 1953.  Side folding bayonet.  The blue finish on the metal is in excellent condition 
showing almost no wear.  The rifle looks un-issued.  The hardwood stock and handguard are in 
excellent condition with a small factory repair on the left side of the butt.  All numbers match.  
Action works fine.  Includes the canvas sling.  C&R.    
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R. 75. Japanese Model Nambu Type 14.  Serial # 11868.  8mm Nambu caliber semi auto pistol with a 4½” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made at the Kokubunji factory under Nagoya 
supervision.  It is a First Series pistol made in December 1942.  The original blued metal finish is 
thinning with scratching, edge wear and some spots of older cleaned surface rust with some light 
pitting on the breech end of the barrel.  The grooved wood grips are in good condition showing some 
marks from use.  The detachable magazine is mis-matched, the grip panels are not numbered.  
Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 76. Japanese Model Type 94.  Serial # 13870.  8mm Nambu caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-3/4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made at the Chuo Kogyo factory under 
Nagoya supervision.  It was made in September 1940.  The original blued metal finish is in excellent 
condition showing little wear with some light scratching.  The checkered plastic grips are in very 
good condition showing some light marks from use.  The detachable magazine is mis-matched.  
Action works OK.  C&R. 

 77. Ruger Model Old Army Cap & Ball.  Serial # 140-09380.  .44 caliber black powder percussion 
single action revolver with a 7-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 
1973.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is very good to excellent showing 
little wear with some fine scratches.  The plain walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition 
showing little wear.  Adjustable sights.  The action works fine. Discontinued in 2008. Includes the 
original red and black slip-top box, the instructions, some round balls, a nipple wrench and a partial 
tin of percussion caps. 

R. 78. Folsom Arms Co. Model Knickerbocker.  Serial # 25522.  12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 30” 
barrels.  The bores are fair, clean with moderate pitting.  The barrels are both choked Full.  Made by 
Crescent Firearms in the early 1900’s.  The blued metal finish on the barrels shows moderate wear 
and thinning and the finish is turning to a brown patina.  The receiver is worn to gray with older 
cleaned surface rust with faint case color visible.  The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition 
with finish wear and some marks from use.  The matching butt stock shows finish wear and marks 
from use with a gouge in the wrist along with 2 screws in the top of the wrist.  Original butt plate.  
The action works OK. C&R. 

R. 79. Savage Arms Model Stevens 9478.  Serial # C838327.  12 Ga. single shot break top shotgun with a 
28” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is in very good condition with some fine scratches.  The receiver shows good case color with 
some scattered light surface rust.  The hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition with some 
small marks and scratches from use, extra finish has been added.  Action release is located at the 
front of the trigger guard.  Action works OK. 

R. 80. Hatfield Arms Model SGL.  Serial # 12S17-002991.  12 Ga. single shot folding shotgun with a 28” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is very good/excellent.  The barrel is choked Full with a 3’ chamber.  
Made in Turkey.  Exposed hammer.  Folding design for compact storage.  The original matte black 
finish on the barrel and receiver is excellent showing no wear.  The hardwood forearm and checkered 
butt stock are in good to very good condition showing some scuffs and scratches.  Action works fine.   

R. 81. Savage Model Mark II.  Serial #0250629.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  10 round detachable magazine.  Made in Canada.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
is very good showing some min or scuffs and scratches.  The finish on the receiver shows just a hint 
of some scattered light freckling.    The black synthetic stock is in very good condition showing some 
minor scuffs and handling marks.  Original sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a Bushnell 
Sportview 3-9x32 scope on see through mounts. 
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R. 82. Marlin Model 880.  Serial # 10705017.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  7 round detachable magazine not included.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in good condition showing some light surface rust.  The black paint on the trigger guard 
shows scratching and wear.  The press checkered wooden stock is in fair condition with numerous 
dings, scratches and finish wear.  Original sights including the front hood.  Sling swivel studs added.  
Action works fine, but the safety knob and detent is missing.  Includes a Bushnell Banner 4x20 
scope.    

R. 83. Hatfield Arms Model SGL.  Serial # 410S17-009799.  .410 Ga. single shot folding shotgun with a 
28” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified with a 3’ chamber.  
Made in Turkey.  Exposed hammer.  Folding design for compact storage.  The original matte black 
finish on the barrel and receiver is excellent showing no wear.  The hardwood forearm and checkered 
butt stock are excellent as well showing no wear.  Action works fine.  Shotgun appears to be fired 
very little if at all.   

R. 84. Hi-Point Firearms Model 995.  Serial # E06270.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto rifle with an 18” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Detachable 10 round magazine.  Muzzle brake attached to the barrel.  
Black polymer stock with pistol grip.  The metal finish is in good condition with some light edge wear 
and scratches on the receiver.  The black polymer stock is in good to very good condition with some 
minor marks from use.  No sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a BSA red dot sight. 

R. 85. Winchester Model 94.  Serial # 2718442.  .30-30 Win caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in 1964.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is very 
good showing only light wear with light scratching and scattered dots of light surface rust on the 
magazine tube.  The receiver finish shows edge heavy edge wear and carry wear and is starting to 
turn brown.   The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with finish wear and minor 
marks from use.  Original checkered steel butt plate is very good.  Original sights including the front 
sight hood. A side scope mount has been added which required drilling.  Action works fine.  Includes 
a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 scope in the side mount and a leather sling in detachable swivels.  
C&R. 

 86. Knight Model LK 93 In-Line.  Serial # 226160.  .50 caliber in-line rifle with a 23” barrel.  The bore 
is very good.  Uses a 209 shotgun primer.  Manually cocked, fires from the open bolt.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is excellent showing little wear with some fine scratches. The 
black synthetic stock and forearm are in very good condition with some light scratches and some 
light rust on the swivel studs.  Williams adjustable rear sight.  The action works fine.  Includes a 
Bushnell 3-9x40 scope and the ramrod. 

R. 87. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 470513 .270 Win caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Made in 1966.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
very good condition showing some light rub marks and scratches.  The finish on the cocking tube 
shows finish loss from older cleaned surface rust.  The blued finish on the receiver and trigger guard 
shows some edge wear and carry wear thinning with some light scratching.  The basket weave 
walnut forearm is in very good condition with some minor marks.  The matching butt stock is in god 
to very condition with some dings and scratches.  Original metal butt plate.  Original sights.  Action 
works fine.  Includes a scope rail on top of the receiver.  C&R. 

 88. Winchester Model 1894.  Serial # 67476.  .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.) caliber antique lever action rifle 
with a 26” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, dark and rough with visible rifling.  Full length magazine 
tube.  Made in 1896.  The blued metal finish on the barrel shows edge wear and scratching and is 
starting to turn brown.  The finish on the magazine tube is a brown patina with some light 
scratching.  The finish on the receiver and lever is brown patina with edge wear and scratching.  The 
plain walnut forearm and butt stock are in good condition with some marks and scratches, the 
initials JD are stamped in the butt.  Rear sight is a replacement.  Crescent steel butt plate is starting 
to turn brown.  Action works fine.  
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R. 89. Savage Model 342A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Hornet caliber bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel.  The bore 
is very good.  5 shot detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel shows wear and 
thinning with light scratching.  The receiver show light edge wear.  The floor plate and trigger guard 
show moderate edge wear.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition with some scratches and 
finish wear.  There are 2 sling swivel stud holes.  The action works fine.  Includes a Weaver K4 scope 
in a side mount that required drilling of the receiver.  C&R. 

R. 90. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 25809 .300 Savage caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Made in 1952.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
excellent condition showing little wear.  The blued finish on the receiver and trigger guard is 
excellent as well showing some fine scratches.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt 
stock are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear.  Original metal butt plate.  Original 
sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a Weaver scope mounted in a Pachmayr tip-off side mount that 
required drilling of the receiver.  C&R. 

R. 91. Schultz & Larsen Model M54J Sporting Rifle.  Serial # 3263.  6.5x300 Wby Mag caliber custom 
bolt action rifle with a 28” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Danish manufactured rifle that was made 
from 1954 until 1957.  The blue finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing little wear with 
some fine scratches.  The metal finish on the receiver has turned a plum color and shows little wear.  
The receiver has been drilled and tapped for scope mounting.  The laminated hardwood stock with 
contrasting noes piece and pistol grip cap is very good with some light scuffs and scratches from 
use.  Action works fine.  Includes scope mounts. C&R. 

R. 92. Zastava Model M70.  Serial # 85770.  6.5x55 Swedish caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  98 style Mauser action made by Zastava in Yugoslavia.    
The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is excellent showing no wear.  The oil finished 
checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition showing no wear.  Flip-up rear sight with hooded 
front sight.  Recoil pad and sling swivel studs.  Action works fine.   

 93. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 16 Ga (0.670” bore) black 
powder percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 31” barrels.  The bores are rusty.  The finish on 
the Damascus barrels is a rusty brown patina.  The lightly engraved side plates are a rusty brown 
patina as well.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good condition with dings and wear from use.  
Extra finish has been added.  Action works and holds on both half and full cock.   1 nipple has been 
replaced.  Includes the ramrod. 

 94. Stiegel Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 16 Ga (0.660” bore) black powder 
percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 33” barrels.  The bores are rusty.  The finish on the 
Damascus barrels is a rusty brown patina.  The barrel is marked “Stiegele in Machen” and may 
indicate it was made by Carl Steigel in Munich, Germany in the mid-1800’s.  The finely engraved 
side plates, top tang and trigger guard are a gray patina showing light wear.  The checkered walnut 
half stock with a large cheek rest and a relief carved game bird is in fair condition with a large 
repaired crack through the forearm. There is a sling swivel hole in the butt and a sling swivel eye 
mounted to one of the barrel ferrules.  Action works and holds on both half and full cock.   It is 
equipped with hammer safeties, one of which is missing.  Includes the ramrod. 

 95. J. E. Evans Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 12 Ga (0.720” bore) black powder 
percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 30” barrels.  The bores are good.  The finish on the 
Damascus barrels has been cleaned to a bare gray. The barrel and side plates are marked “J.E. 
Evans Philada”.  J.E. Evans was a gun maker in Philadelphia from 1868-1884.  The business was 
sold to Edward K. Tryon around 1887.  The nicely engraved side plates are a gray patina with some 
wear.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good condition with dings and wear from use.  Extra 
finish has been added.  Action works and holds on both half and full cock.   Includes the ramrod. 
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 96. Scott & Co. Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 12 Ga (0.710” bore) black powder 
percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 30” barrels.  The bores are good.  The finish on the 
Damascus barrels rusty brown patina. The barrel is marked “Curritick Steel”.  The side plates are 
marked “Scott & Co. London”.  The lightly engraved side plates are a brownish gray patina with some 
wear.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good condition with dings and wear from use.  Extra 
finish has been added.  Action works and holds on both half and full cock.   Includes the ramrod. 

R. 97. Hartford Firearms Co. Model Hammer Double.  Serial # 243752.  12 Ga. double barrel hammer 
fired shotgun with 30” barrels.  The bores are very good to excellent.  The barrels are both choked 
Full.  Made by Crescent Firearms.  The finish on the barrels is a thin grayish brown patina that 
looks like an old cold blue.  The receiver is a gray patina.   The checkered walnut stock and forearm 
are in fair condition with dings, dents and heavy wear.  There is a crack through the wrist.  The ction 
does works.  C&R. 

 98a. First of a lot of 4: Bacon Arms Co. Model Governor.  Serial # 703.  .22 RF Short caliber single 
action spur trigger revolver with a 2¼” barrel.  The bore is poor.  7 shot cylinder.  The finish on the 
metal is in poor condition with heavy rust on the barrel and cylinder along with rust and corrosion 
on the nickel plated frame.  The wooden grips are in fair condition with wear.  Action does not work, 
the cylinder pin is missing and the cylinder is taped in.  

R. 98b. Second of a lot of 4: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
3314.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a  2½” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor.  5 shot 
cylinder.  The original nickel finish on the metal is in fair condition with large areas of fine rust and 
dullness to the finish.  The hard rubber grips are in good condition with wear.  The action works, but 
the cylinder pin is missing and the cylinder is not in the gun.  C&R.  

R. 98c. Third of a lot of 4: Kolb Model Baby Hammerless.  Serial # 853.  .22 RF Short caliber single action 
spur trigger revolver with a 1-¼” barrel.  The bore is fair.  7 shot cylinder.  The finish on the metal is 
in good condition with light scratching.  The grips are missing.  Basically just a frame and cylinder, 
no internal parts.  C&R. 

R. 98d. Fourth of a lot of 4: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
370.  .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 1-1/4” round barrel.  The barrel has been cut and 
the bore is poor.  7 shot cylinder.  The original nickel finish on the metal is in fair condition with 
scattered rust and scratches.  The hard rubber grips are in good condition, no chips. The action does 
not work, basically just a frame and cylinder, no internal parts.  C&R. 

R. 99. Savage Arms Stevens Model 15-A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot manually cocked rifle 
with a 24” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The original finish on the metal is in good to very good 
condition showing light wear with haze of light surface rust.  The plain hardwood stock is in good 
condition with finish wear and some dings and scratches.  Original butt plate.  Front and rear 
sights.  Action works OK.   C&R. 

R. 100. Winchester Model 60A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 23” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver shows some small dings and 
scratches with patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition 
with dings, scratches, and wear.  Original front and rear sights.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 101. Forehand Arms Company Model Hammer Double.  Serial # 5713.  12 Ga. double barrel hammer 
fired shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are fair, clean with light to moderate pitting.  
The barrels are both choked Full.  Double triggers and extractor only.  Forehand Arms was the 
predecessor to Hopkins & Allen.  The finish on the barrels is mostly a brown patina with some spots 
of surface rust.  The receiver is a grayish brown patina with edge wear.  The checkered walnut stock 
and forearm are in good condition showing marks from use and wear.  The action works OK.  C&R. 
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R. 102. Browning Model A-Bolt II Hunter.  Serial # 29844MX351.  .300 Win Mag caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The satin blue finish on the barrel and receiver is in 
excellent condition with little if any wear.  The gloss finished checkered walnut stock is in very good 
to excellent condition with a few small marks and fine scratches.  The action works fine.  Includes 
the original box.    

R. 103. Butler Assoc. Model Single Shot Derringer.  Serial # 25260.  .22 RF short caliber single shot pisto 
with a 2½” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good.  This small derringer uses a side pivoting action 
and uses the same parts as Colt’s Lord and Lady derringers.  The blued barrel is fair with heavy 
scratching.   The gold toned frame is in good condition showing wear, scratching and thinning.  The 
hardwood grips are in fair condition showing heavy wear.  The action works fine.  

R. 104a. First of a lot of 2: HSB & Co. Model Ruso. Serial # NSN.  16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to good/very good.  The barrel is choked Full.  The blued barrel finish is 
ifair with moderate rust.  The receiver is a worn gray patina with surface rust.  The plain walnut 
forearm is good, it is held on by a rubber band.  The butt stock is missing.  The action seems to 
works OK.  C&R.  

R. 104b. Second of a lot of 2: Stevens Model Visible Loader.  Serial #A343.  .22RF pump action rifle with a 
20” barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and corroded.  The metal finish on the barrel is poor, heavily 
pitted.  The magazine tube is rusty.  The finish on the receiver is a worn gray patina.  The grooved 
walnut forearm is in good condition with finish wear.  The butt stock is poor, badly cracked with 
large piece of wood missing.  It is taped to the receiver.  Action does not work properly.  C&R.  

R. 105. Remington Model 870 Express.  Serial # W524498M.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  3” chamber.   Barrel accepts screw in chokes, an Extra 
Full choke installed.  The matte metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition 
showing little wear.  The matte finished receiver is very good showing some light scuffs.  The 
checkered hardwood forearm and matching butt stock are in very good to excellent condition with 
only a few minor marks.  Original Remington recoil pad.  Action works fine.   

R. 106. Winchester Model 37.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is 
in good condition with some light wear, scratching and a haze of light surface rust freckling. The 
receiver shows some light edge wear, scratching and light surface rust freckling.  The plain walnut 
forearm is in good condition with some marks from use.  The plain walnut butt stock is in good 
condition with some scuffs and scratches with finish wear.  Original butt plate.  The action works 
fine and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight. C&R.   

R. 107. Springfield Armory Model 1903.  Serial # 915834.  .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  
The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1918.  S-A barrel dated 7-18.  The arsenal 
type finish on the metal is in good to very good condition with some wear the muzzle and on the 
floorplate with some scratching.  The finish is turning slightly brown.  The walnut straight grip stock 
with the finger groove is in fair condition with a large crack at the wrist.  The handguard is in very 
good condition with some minor marks.  No stock cartouches visible.  Action works fine. C&R. 

R. 108. Ithaca Model 72 Saddlegun.  Serial # 72048007.  .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with a 18-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Full length tubular magazine.  The original blued metal finish on the 
barrel and magazine tube is excellent showing little wear.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is 
excellent as well.  The plain walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little wear 
and only minor marks from use.  Original sights including front hood.  Action works fine. 

R. 109. Ruger Model 10/22 Carbine.  Serial # 232-58501.  .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  10 shot detachable rotary magazine.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel is in very good condition showing some light scuffs and scratches.  The black finished 
alloy receiver and trigger guard are very good as well showing light scuffs and light edge wear.  The 
plain hardwood stock is in very good condition showing some marks from use and some light finish 
wear.  Original sights.  Action works fine.    
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R. 110. Marlin Model Golden 39A Mountie.  Serial # AB25994.  .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with a 20” 
round barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1966.  Full length magazine tube.  The original blued 
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent showing little wear with some light 
scratching.  The blued finish on the receiver is very good to excellent showing little wear.  The walnut 
stock and forearm are in very good condition showing only some minor marks and scratches from 
use.  Stock bullseye is present.  Original sights including the front sight hood.  Action works OK. 
Includes a scope rail mounted to the top of the receiver and a thumb extension on the hammer. 
C&R. 

R. 111. Winchester Model 67 Junior Rifle.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked 
single shot rifle with a 20” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This is the “Junior” boys rifle version of the 
classic Model 67 with a shorter barrel and shortened stock.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
and receiver is in excellent condition showing only some minor marks from use.  The blued trigger 
guard is blued and shows wear.  Chrome bolt handle.  The chrome on the bolt is in very good 
condition.  The plain walnut stock is in very good condition with some minor marks.   Original butt 
plate.  Original sights.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 112. Marlin Model 336CS.  Serial # 15069184.  .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Full length magazine tube.  Hammer block safety.  Made in 1985.  The original 
blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition with only a few tiny 
marks. The receiver finish is excellent showing little wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The 
plain walnut forearm is in excellent condition showing some minor marks from use.  The plain 
walnut butt stock is in excellent condition as well showing some minor marks from use.  Original 
sights, including the front sight hood.  Stock bullseye is intact.  Sling swivels added.  Action works 
fine.  Includes a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 scope in Weaver mounts. 

R. 113. Colt Model 1911-A1.  Serial # 883883.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  Made in 1943.  Detachable magazine.  Frame marked “MODEL OF 1911 A1. U.S. Army” 
and “United States Property”.  The slide is marked “Model of 1911 US Army” on the right side with 
the Colt logo and patent dates on the left side.  The metal finish is a re-blue with evidence of light 
buffing.  The finish shows light edge wear and light scratching on the slide.  The brown plastic 
diamond checkered grips are in very good condition with some light wear.  Sights are aftermarket 
target sights.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 114. Arminius Model HW-3.  Serial # 301635.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2-3/4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Germany.  7 shot cylinder.  The black finish on the steel 
barrel and cylinder shows edge wear and thinning with some scattered light spots of freckling on the 
cylinder.  The finish on the frame shows little wear with some light scratching.  The brown plastic 
grips are in very good condition.  Action works fine.  Includes the original box and a cleaning brush. 

R. 115. Colt Model Police Positive Special.  Serial # 767376.  .38 S&W Special caliber double action 
revolver with a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1960.  The original blued metal finish on 
the barrel shows some holster wear at the muzzle.  The cylinder shows some light edge wear.  The 
frame shows very little wear.  The original checkered walnut grips are very good to excellent showing 
little wear.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 116. Glock Model 17 Gen 4.  Serial # YGL312.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  17 round detachable magazine.  The matte black finish on 
the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame is in excellent 
condition also with no wear.  Trijicon night sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a box with 1 extra 17 
round magazines. 

R. 117. Glock Model 17 Gen 4.  Serial # BBVV870.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  17 round detachable magazine.  The matte black 
finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame is in 
excellent condition also with no wear.  Trijicon night sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a box with 
a magazine loader. 
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R. 118. Japanese Model Type 38 Sporter.  Serial # 44857.  6.5x50 caliber bolt action rifle with a 23” 
barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty and rough, it may clean better.  The rifle has been sporterized.  The 
original military barrel has been cut down and the sights removed.  Military bolt is mis-matched and 
has not been altered.  The blued metal finish is in very good condition showing light wear with a bare 
patch on the barrel where the rear sight was and where the mum was ground on the receiver. The 
checkered walnut Bishop sporter stock is in good condition with some marks from use and extra 
finish added.  Magazine floor plate and follower is missing.  The action seems to work OK. Caliber 
should be checked prior to firing. C&R. 

R. 119. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 789893.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1961.  The barrel 
is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent 
condition showing little wear.  The engraved receiver is in very good condition showing little wear 
with a haze of light surface rust on the matte top surface.  The grooved walnut forearm and 
matching plain butt stock are in excellent condition showing little wear.  Fiber optic front sight.  
Original butt plate is in very good condition, no cracks.  Action works fine. C&R. 

R. 120. Colt Model Police Positive Special.  Serial # 588625.  .32 Police caliber double action revolver with 
a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1951.  The original blued metal finish on the barrel 
shows some light holster wear at the muzzle with some thinning.  The cylinder shows some light 
edge wear.  The frame shows some light edge wear and some light scratching.  The original 
checkered brown plastic grips are very good showing little wear.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 121. Underwood Model M1 Carbine.  Serial # 2478220.  .30 M1 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle with an 
18” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Barrel is Underwood with only a 4 visible.  15 round detachable 
magazine.  The arsenal finish on the metal is in good condition with several areas of edge wear.  The 
walnut stock and handguard are commercial replacements and are in excellent good condition 
showing little wear.  Adjustable rear sight is missing.  Bayonet lug.  Lever type safety.  Action works 
fine.  C&R. 

R. 122. Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting Second Model.  Serial # 73681.  .32 S&W 
caliber double action top eject revolver with a 3¼” barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty and rough.  The 
original nickel finish is in fair to good condition with some small rust spots and scratches scattered 
over the surface.  The hard rubber grips are in very good condition showing wear.  Action does not 
work properly, there is a screw though the pivot and the action will not open.  This is a 5th variation 
and was made between 1897 and 1904.  C&R.  

R. 123. Hopkins & Allen Model Forehand Double Action revolver.  Serial 4487.  .32 S&W caliber double 
action solid frame revolver with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The original nickel finish on 
the metal is in excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches.  The hammer shows 
good case color.  The hard rubber grips are in excellent condition showing little wear.  Action works 
OK.  C&R.    

R. 124. Heckler & Koch Model USP.  Serial # 22-051836.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto double action pistol 
with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  13 round detachable magazine.  This pistol is a police 
trade in.  It features a matte black finished steel slide with a black polymer frame.  The finish on the 
slide is in good condition with edge wear and some scratching.  The polymer frame and grips are in 
very good condition with minor marks from use.  Frame mounted safety.  Action works fine.    
Includes a box with 2 extra magazines. 

R. 125. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 757382.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 30” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1959.  The barrel 
is choked Full, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition 
showing little wear with a few speckles of light surface rust near the muzzle.  The engraved receiver 
is in very good condition showing just a hint of light edge wear with some fine scratches.  The 
grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are in very good condition showing some 
minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  Original butt plate is in very good condition, no 
cracks.  Action works fine. C&R.  
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R. 126. Polish Radom VIS Model 35.  Serial # C5478.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is very good.  Made in Poland.  8 round detachable magazine.  This is a type 1 
pistol with the 3 levers and slot for the butt stock.  Made during the German occupation of Poland 
during WWII.  Stamped with the German Waffenamt Wa77.  The blue finish on the metal is in good 
condition with light edge wear on both the slide and frame with some light scratching.  The original 
grips are in very good condition with only slight wear.  The action works fine. C&R. 

R. 127. Heckler & Koch Model USP.  Serial # 22-077118.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto double action pistol 
with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  13 round detachable magazine.  This pistol is a police 
trade in.  It features a matte black finished steel slide with a black polymer frame.  The finish on the 
slide is in good condition with light edge wear and some scratching.  The polymer frame and grips 
are in very good condition with minor marks from use.  Frame mounted safety.  Action works fine.    
Includes a box with 2 extra magazines. 

R. 128. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 643139.  16 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1956.  
The barrel is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
excellent condition showing little wear with a few speckles of light surface rust near the muzzle.  The 
engraved receiver is in excellent condition showing just a hint of light edge wear with some fine 
scratches.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock have been refinished and are 
in very good condition showing some minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  Original butt 
plate is in very good condition, no cracks.  Action works fine. C&R. 

R. 129. Smith & Wesson Model 1950 Target.  Serial # S145497.  .44 S&W Special caliber double action 
revolver with a 6-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made c. 1956.  This N frame revolver features a 
pinned barrel, target hammer and target trigger.  The original blued finish on the ribbed barrel is in 
good condition showing holster wear and light scratching.  The cylinder shows edge wear and 
scratching.  The frame shows just a hint of light edge wear with a light scuff on the trigger guard.  
very little wear.  The hammer and trigger show good case color.  The checkered walnut diamond 
grips are in very good condition with some minor marks from use.  Adjustable target sights.  Action 
works fine. C&R. 

R. 130. Beretta Model BU-9 Nano. Serial # NU015437. 9mm Caliber semi auto single action pistol with a 3” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The black finish on the stainless steel slide is excellent showing no 
wear.  The black polymer frame with integral grips is excellent as well.  3 dot sights.  The action 
works fine.  Includes the instructions and 5 extra magazines. 

 131. Webley Model Mark III Pocket Model. Serial # 1774. .380-200 (.38 S&W) caliber antique double 
action top ejecting revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty with light to moderate pitting.     
The nickel finish on the frame and cylinder is in poor condition, mostly worn off with patches of 
surface rust and scratching.  The original checkered black plastic grips are in fair condition with 
slight wear a chip out of the left panel. Action does not work properly.   

R. 132. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 779721.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1961.  The barrel 
is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition 
showing little wear with a patch of older cleaned surface rust on the breech end.  The engraved 
receiver is in good to very good condition showing some light edge wear with some light scratches.  
The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are in very good to excellent condition 
showing some minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  Original butt plate is in very good 
condition, no cracks.  Action works fine. C&R. 

 133. Remington – Elliot O/U Derringer.  Serial # 545.  .41 RF caliber 2 barrel over/under derringer 
pistol with 3” barrels.  The bores are fair, slightly rough with light pitting.  The original nickel finish 
on the barrels is worn to a dull gray with scratching.  The nickel finish on the frame shows light edge 
wear with scratching.  The hard rubber grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no 
cracks or chips.  Action works fine.   
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R. 134. Smith & Wesson Model 14-3.  Serial # 6K9430.  .38 Spl. caliber 6 shot double action revolver with 
a 6” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1974.   This is a square butt, K frame with adjustable 
target sights.  The original blued metal finish is in fair to good condition with muzzle wear, scuffing, 
scratches and spots of older cleaned surface rust on the barrel and cylinder and some light 
scratches on the frame.  The black rubber Pachmayr replacement grips are in very good condition 
showing little wear.  Action works fine.   

R. 135. Heckler & Koch Model USP.  Serial # 22-078211.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto double action pistol 
with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  13 round detachable magazine.  This pistol is a police 
trade in.  It features a matte black finished steel slide with a black polymer frame.  The finish on the 
slide is in very good condition with light edge wear and some light scratching.  The polymer frame 
and grips are in very good to excellent condition with minor marks from use.  Frame mounted safety.  
Action works fine.    Includes a box with 2 extra magazines.  

R. 136. Ithaca Model 37R.  Serial # 500782.  16 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” solid rib barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Made in 1952.  The barrel is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The engraved receiver is in 
very good condition showing some scratches.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching checkered 
butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from use.  Original red 
recoil pad is in very good condition.  Action works fine. C&R. 

R. 137. Belgian Clements Automatic Pistol Model 1909. Serial # 13838. .25 ACP caliber semi-auto pistol 
with a 2-1/4” barrel.  The bore is good, slightly dirty with good rifling.  It may clean better.  
Detachable magazine.  The barrel, slide and frame are matching numbers.  The blued metal finish 
on the steel slide is worn to a gray patina with some light rust in the cocking serrations.  The blued 
frame is in good condition with light edge wear, light scratching and widely scattered light freckling.  
The black plastic grips are in good condition, there is a very small chip out of the left panel.  The 
action works OK, the safety selector is missing.  C&R. 

R. 138. Iver Johnson Model 22 Supershot Automatic.  Serial # 14542.  .22 RF caliber double action top 
eject revolver with a 6” barrel.  The bore is good, dirty with strong rifling.  It may clean better.  9 shot 
cylinder.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is in fair to good condition with wear, 
scratching and patches of light surface rust.  The frame has been re-blued and has a plum hue with 
scratching.  The oversize checkered walnut grips are in good condition with dings and scratches.  
The action does not function properly.  Made from 1928 to 1941. C&R. 

R. 139. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 598536.  16 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1955.  The barrel 
is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent 
condition showing little wear.  The engraved receiver is in very good condition showing some 
scuffs/scratches on the top surface.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are 
in very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  
Original butt plate is in very good condition, no cracks.  Action works fine. C&R.    

R. 140. Colt Model Police Positive Special.  Serial # 881142.  .38 S&W Special caliber double action 
revolver with a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1964.  The original blued metal finish on 
the barrel is excellent showing little wear.  The blued finish on the cylinder shows little wear with 
just a hint of a cylinder line.  The frame finish is excellent showing little sign of wear.  The original 
checkered walnut grips are very good showing little wear.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 141. Smith & Wesson Model 13-2.  Serial # 8D70748.  .357 Magnum. caliber double action revolver with 
a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1981.  This is the .357 Magnum version of the Model 10 
K frame.  It has fixed sights and a square butt grip frame with a 6 shot cylinder.  The original blue 
finish on the metal is in fair to good condition with wear on both sides of the barrel, on the front of 
the cylinder, and on the trigger guard and frame edges along with some scratching.  The Pachmayr 
rubber grips are in fair to good condition with wear and marks from use.   Action works fine.   
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R. 142. Smith & Wesson Model 13-2.  Serial # 5D55617.  .357 Magnum. caliber double action revolver with 
a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1979.  This is the .357 Magnum version of the Model 10 
K frame.  It has fixed sights and a square butt grip frame with a 6 shot cylinder.  The original blue 
finish on the metal is in fair to good condition with wear on both sides of the barrel, on the front of 
the cylinder, and on the trigger guard and frame edges along with some scratching.  The Pachmayr 
rubber grips are in fair to good condition with wear and marks from use.   Action works fine.  

R. 143. Ithaca Model 37.  Serial # 344459.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 30” plain barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  Made in 1950.  The barrel is choked Full, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The engraved receiver is in good to 
very good condition showing some light edge wear and some light scratching.  The grooved walnut 
forearm and matching checkered butt stock are in good to very good condition showing some marks 
from use, scratching and finish wear.  Original butt plate is in very good condition, no cracks.  
Action works fine. C&R.    

R. 144. Sears Model 14.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  
The barrel is choked Full.  Internal tubular magazine.  Made for Sears by High Standard.  The 
catalog number is 583.1450.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition 
with light to moderate rust with scratching.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition with some 
light dings and scratches.  Butt plate is missing.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 145. Iver Johnson Model Champion.  Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 32” barrel.  The 
bore is poor, dirty and rusty.  The barrel is choked Cylinder.  The metal finish on the barrel is a 
rusty brown patina.  The receiver finish is poor, rusty with the makings wire brushed.  The plain 
walnut stock and forearm are in good condition.  There is a small crack in either end of the forearm.  
The butt stock has a crack at the upper tang with some paint streaks.  The butt plate is worn, no 
cracks.  The action works fine.  C&R.     

R. 146. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 748348.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight version of the classic Model 37.  Made in 1959.  The barrel 
is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent 
condition showing little wear.  The engraved receiver is in very good condition showing some light 
scratches.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are in very good condition 
showing some minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  Original butt plate is in very good 
condition, no cracks.  Action works fine. C&R.   

R. 147. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24190.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in very good 
condition with some fine scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in excellent 
condition with only some minor marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and 2 
spare magazines. 

R. 148. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24192.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
some fine scuffs and scratches with just a hint of some fine rust.  The matte black synthetic stock is 
in very good to excellent condition with only some minor marks/scuffs from use.  The cocking knob 
is beat up a little.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare magazine. 
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R. 149. Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX24193.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good to very 
good condition some fine scuffs and scratches with just a hint of some fine rust.  The matte black 
synthetic stock is in very good to excellent condition with only some minor marks from use.  Action 
works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare magazine. 

R. 150.  Beretta Model CX4 Storm Carbine.  Serial # CX27610.  9MM caliber semi-auto rifle with a 16-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy.  15 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a 
black synthetic thumbhole stock.  It has a reversible bolt handle, extractor, ejector and ejection port 
to accommodate left hand or right hand shooters.  The matte finish on the barrel is in good condition 
some scuffs and scratches.  The matte black synthetic stock is in good to very good condition with 
some scuffs and marks from use.  Action works fine.  Includes a hard case and a spare magazine. 

R. 151. Glock Model 27.  Serial # BVF829US.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto compact pistol with a 3-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  9 round detachable magazine.  The matte black 
finished metal is in very good condition with some light scuffs/scratches.  The polymer frame is in 
excellent condition showing no wear.  Front dot sight with white outline rear sight.  Action works 
fine.  Includes a spare magazine.   

R. 152. Beretta Model U22 Neos.  Serial # R70481.  .22RF semi auto pistol with a 6” barrel.  Bore is 
excellent.  Full rail on top of barrel/slide.  Detachable 10 round magazine.  The matte black barrel 
and slide are very good to excellent showing just a hint of some light muzzle wear.  The black 
synthetic frame and grips are very good to excellent as well showing little wear.  The action works 
fine.  Includes a Bushnell Trophy red dot sight and a spare magazine.   

R. 153. Anschutz Model 64 Match.  Serial # 1459099.  .22 RF caliber bolt action target rifle with a 25-1/2” 
heavy target barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel has a belled muzzle with grooves milled for 
front sight mounting.  Detachable magazine.  Adjustable match trigger.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The plain walnut target stock 
with forearm slide stop rail is in very good condition with some minor dings and marks from use.  
Black rubber recoil pad.  Action works fine.  Single shot adapter installed in place of the 5 round 
magazine.  5 round magazine is NOT included.  Please see the picture to get a better idea of the 
description.   

R. 154. Smith & Wesson Model 637-2 Airweight.  Serial # CXE2881.  .38 Special +P caliber revolver with a 
1 7/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Double action 5 shot J frame “Airweight” revolver that features 
stainless steel construction with an alloy frame.  The stainless steel barrel and cylinder are in 
excellent condition showing no wear.  The alloy frame is in excellent condition as well showing no 
wear.  The Hogue black rubber finger groove grips are excellent.  Action is tight and works fine. 
Includes the original box, a gun lock and the instructions. Revolver looks new. 

R. 155. Mauser Model P-08 Luger.  Serial # 2016.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” barrel.  
The bore is good to very good, clean with strong rifling with some frosting in the grooves.  Receiver 
dated 1938.  Toggle marked S/42.  Eagle 63 proofs.  The metal finish is a blotchy black with edge 
wear, scratches and patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The checkered walnut grips are newer 
replacements and are in excellent condition.  All numbers match except the grips and aluminum 
bottom magazine.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 156. Remington Model 7600.  Serial # A8054752.  .270 Win. caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in 1989.  Detachable magazine. The original blued metal finish on the 
barrel is in very good to excellent condition with only some minor marks.  The finish on the receiver 
is very good to excellent showing little wear with some minor light scratches.  The oil finished 
checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition showing some minor 
marks and scratches from use.  Original sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a Leupold Vari-X IIc 4-
12x44 scope and the original box.  Made from 1988 to 1996.   
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R. 157. Remington Model 12.  Serial # 706862.  .22 RF caliber pump action rifle with a 23-1/2” octagon 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Tubular magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair 
condition showing a light to moderate haze of older surface rust with edge wear and scratching. The 
finish on the receiver shows a haze of older surface rust with some light edge wear and scratching.  
The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain walnut stock are in good condition with some light 
marks and finish wear with a crinkled finish on the butt.  Original steel crescent butt plate.  Original 
sights.  Action works OK.  C&R.  

R. 158. Remington Model 721.  Serial # NSN.  .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore 
will clean to excellent.  Made in 1948.  The finish on the barrel is in very good condition with slight 
wear, light scratching and some widely scattered dots of light freckling.  The receiver shows some 
thinning, light edge wear and light scratching.  The floor plate and trigger guard show wear, 
scratching and older cleaned surface rust.  The plain walnut stock is in good to very good condition 
with some light scratches and minor marks from use.  Original metal butt plate.  Detachable sling 
swivels installed.  Rear sight missing the elevator.  Action works fine.  Includes a Bushnell Banner 3-
9x40 scope and a leather sling in detachable swivels.  Made from 1948 to 1962.  C&R. 

R. 159. Savage Model 110.  Serial # 42377.  7mm Rem. Mag bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is 
very good, clean with strong rifling.  This the early version made between 1958 and 1965. Tang 
mounted safety.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very good condition 
with some thinning and light scratching.  The hardwood stock is in very good with only a few marks 
from use.  Rubber butt pad. Original sights.  Sling swivels.  The action works fine.   Includes a 
Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 scope and a leather sling. C&R. 

R. 160. Leinad Model DD.  Serial # M00019789.  .45 Colt caliber/.410 Ga. double barrel side by side 
derringer with 3¾” barrels.  The bores should clean up to excellent.  The matte black finish on the 
metal is in very good condition with some light scratching and a small patch of very light surface 
rust on the left barrel.  The black plastic grips are in excellent condition with no wear.  Action works 
OK.  Discontinued about 1998.   

R. 161. Phoenix Arms Model HP22A Deluxe range Kit.  Serial # 4488769.  .22 RF caliber hammer fired 
single action semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Detachable magazine.  The 
satin finish on the alloy frame and slide is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The black 
plastic grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Adjustable rear sight.  Firing pin block 
safety.  Action works OK.  Includes the Range Kit accessories including a spare 3” barrel, 2 extra 
magazines, an oil bottle and a locking plastic case. 

R. 162. Glock Model 23.  Serial # SUB242.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto compact pistol with a 4” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Made in Austria.  9 round detachable magazine.  This is a Gen 4 variant.  The 
matte black finished metal is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The polymer frame is in 
excellent condition showing no wear.  Front dot sight with white outline rear sight.  Action works 
fine.  Includes the original hard case and instructions.   

R. 163. Crescent Model New Keystone.  Serial # 2568.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The 
bore is fair, dirty with moderate pitting.  The barrel is choked Cylinder.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is a re-blue and is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratching.   
The receiver is a bare gray patina showing aggressive cleaning.  The plain walnut stock and forearm 
are in fair to good condition, they have been sanded.  The butt stock shows some damage with 
missing slivers of wood at the receiver junction.  Red rubber recoil pad that is not fitted well.    
Action works OK, the trigger/hammer is very stiff and sluggish.  C&R. 

R. 164. American Gun Co. Model Hammer Double.  Serial # 48054.  12 Ga Double barrel hammer fired 
shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are fair to good, dirty with light pitting, they may 
clean better.  The barrels are choked Modified and Cylinder.  American Gun Co. was a trademark 
used by the Crescent Firearms Co.  The “Genuine Laminated Steel” barrels are a cleaned brown/gray 
patina showing twist pattern.  The receiver is a gray patina.  The checkered walnut forearm and 
matching butt stock are in fair to good condition showing wear and scuffs/scratches from use.  
Original butt plate is worn.  The action works fine, it is a bit loose.  C&R. 
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R. 165. U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1898 Krag.  Serial # 346450.  .30-40 Krag caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 22” barrel.  The bore is very good.  Made in 1902.  The rifle has been modified to a sporter 
configuration.  The barrel is a modified military barrel that has had sporting sights added and re-
blued.  The finish is very good showing some light scuffing/scratching with some widely scattered 
light freckling.  The receiver has been buffed and re-blued, it has a slight plum hue with some light 
edge wear.  The receiver had been altered at one time for a receiver mounted sight and then drilled 
and tapped with a side mount for a scope added.  The checkered walnut sporter stock is worn and 
has been refinished.  There is wood missing where the old receiver sight was.  Stock spacers added 
with a rubber recoil pad.  Modified safety.  Action works OK.  Includes a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 
scope and a leather sling.  C&R. 

 166. Belgian Made Model Hunter.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore 
is fair, dirty with light pitting.  The barrel is choked Improved Cylinder.  This is an early Belgian 
made conversion of a British Snider breech loader to a shotgun.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is a re-blue and is in good condition with thinning scratching and underlying pitting.  The 
receiver finish is a worn, dull matte cold blue finish.  The plain walnut half stock is in good condition 
with some dings and scratches.  The action seems to works OK.   

 167. Manton Arms Model Percussion Double Barrel.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. double barrel percussion 
fired hammer shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are rusty.  The barrels are both 
choked Cylinder.  The finish on the metal is a brown patina with areas of fine to moderate rust.  The 
side plates are a brownish gray patina.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good condition 
showing wear with dings and scratches from use.  Action works fine. 

 168. Springfield Armory Model 1868 Allin Conversion Trapdoor Rifle.  Serial # 8349.  .50 Center Fire 
caliber single shot rifle with a 32½” barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean and shiny with a patch of 
light pitting.  Springfield Armory lock dated 1863.  Breech block dated 1869.  The metal finish on the 
barrel is a brown patina worn to gray at the muzzle.  The receiver, side plate and breech block is a 
grayish brown patina. The mid-band is polished bright.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition, 
it has been lightly sanded and cleaned and shows un-even finish with some dings and scratches.  
The action works fine.  The gun appears to be complete including the ramrod.  Includes a bayonet.  
Please see the picture to get a better idea of the description. 

 169. CVA Model Stag Horn Magnum.  Serial # 61-13-041036-02.  .50 caliber black powder muzzle 
loading rifle with a 24” round barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The checkered 
black synthetic pistol grip butt stock is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.  Front and 
rear fiber optic sights.  Uses a #209 shotgun primer for ignition.  Action works fine.  Includes a 
Weaver 4x scope.  Includes the ramrod. 

R. 170. Remington Model 870 Express Super Magnum.  Serial # D835354A.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun 
with a 28” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel uses the Rem-Choke screw in 
choke tubes and come with an Imp. Mod. choke tube installed.  The chamber accepts 2-3/4”, 3” and 
3-1/2” shells.  The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition with only a 
few small handling marks.  The checkered hardwood stock and forearm are in excellent condition as 
well showing no wear.  The action works fine.  Includes the original box, instructions, and a choke 
tube wrench. 

R. 171. Stevens Springfield Model Side-by-Side.  Serial #E28930.  12 gauge double barrel side-by-side 
with 28” barrels.  The bores are good with some scattered pitting in the left barrel.  The barrels are 
choked Full and Imp. Mod.  Double triggers and extractors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is 
good showing muzzle wear, thinning and light scratching.  The receiver finish shows faded case color 
with carry and edge wear.  The plain walnut forearm is in good condition showing some finish wear.  
The butt stock looks like a newer replacement. C&R. 
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R. 172. Enfield-RFI SMLE Model No. I Mk III .410 Musket. Serial # 5113.  .410 ga bolt action single shot 
shotgun with a 25” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  British No. 1 Mk III rifle made in 1915 converted to 
.410 ga shotgun by RFI Ishapore in 1931.  The arsenal finish on the barrel and receiver is very good 
showing light edge wear.  The magazine well was filled with a wood block.  The plain walnut forearm, 
butt stock and hand guards are in good to very good condition, no cracks or serious damage.  Brass 
butt plate.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 173. Japanese Type 99 Arisaka Short Rifle.  Serial # 80481.  7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Late war model made at the Kokura Arsenal.  The rifle 
retains its arsenal finish showing light edge wear.  The original wooden stock and handguard are in 
good condition with the usual dings and scratches.  The mum is intact with just a very light strike-
through defacing mark.  Action works OK.  Includes a bayonet and scabbard.  C&R. 

R. 174. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 688606.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” solid rib barrel.  
The bore will clean to excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.  Made in 1935.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is a re-blue and is in very good condition showing little wear.  The re-blued finish 
on the receiver is very good as well showing only some light scratching.  There is evidence of buffing 
with the markings being washed out slightly.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain 
walnut butt stock have been re-finished and are in very good to excellent condition showing some 
light scratches.  Non-factory recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/2”.    Action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 175. Kessler Arms Co. Model 300.  12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 27” barrel.  The bore will clean to 
excellent.  The barrel is fitted with an adjustable choke system.  Internal magazine.  The blued metal 
finish is in good condition showing thing and scratching.  The magazine cap and trigger guard are 
worn.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition with scratches, and light finish wear.  Factory 
rubber recoil pad.  Action works.  C&R. 

R. 176. J. Stevens Model 94A Sport Champ.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  
The bore will clean to very good, no pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is a re-blue and is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratching.   The 
receiver has been re-finished as well and has a plum hue.  The plain walnut stock and forearm have 
been re-finished and are in good to very good condition showing some minor marks from use.  The 
action works OK. C&R. 

R. 177. Iver Johnson Model Trigger Action.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 29-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl.  Action fires by pulling the trigger 
within the larger trigger and opens by pulling the large trigger after firing.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is a blotchy dark gray patina with thing, scratching and some scattered light surface rust.  
There is also some tape residue on the breech end.  The receiver is a worn dull gray patina.  The 
plain walnut stock and forearm have been re-finished and are in fair condition showing several 
cracks and repairs in the wrist area.  Non-factory recoil pad is not fitted well.  The action works OK. 
C&R. 

R. 178. Savage Arms Model 3B.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 26” barrel.  
The bore is very good/excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a dull blotchy 
old cold blue with some scratching.  The finger groove walnut has been refinished and is in good 
condition with some marks and scratches.  There is a swivel hole in the forearm.  Steel butt plate. 
C&R. 

R. 179. Remington Model 870 Express Magnum.  Serial # A739196M.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 
25” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  The barrel uses the Rem-Choke screw in 
choke tubes and come with an Imp. Mod. choke tube installed.  The chamber accepts 2-3/4” and 3” 
shells.  The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good to excellent condition with 
only a few small handling marks and just a hint of some light rust on the top of the receiver.  The 
checkered hardwood stock and forearm are in excellent condition as well showing no wear.  The 
action works fine.  Includes an extra Hastings 20” rifled slug barrel with a cantilever scope rail. 
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R. 180. Remington Model 14.  Serial # 51200.  .35 Remington caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is fair to good with some rough spots; it may clean better.  Tubular magazine.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing wear, thinning, scratching and some older 
cleaned surface rust.  The finish on the receiver is worn with scratching with scattered light surface 
rust freckling.  The remaining finish is turning brown.  The grooved walnut forearm is in fair 
condition with a repaired crack in the side.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in good 
condition with some scuffs and scratches.  Original metal butt plate.  Original rear sight, front sight 
blade may be a replacement.  Action works fine.  Made from 1912 until 1935.  Includes a leather 
sling.  C&R.   

R. 181. Japanese Type 99 Arisaka Short Rifle.  Serial # 91510.  7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made at the Nagoya Arsenal.  The rifle retains its arsenal 
finish showing light edge wear and scratching.  The bolt, extractor and front band are matching.  
Monopod mid-band missing the actual monopod.  Anti-aircraft rear sight missing the folding wings.  
The original wooden stock and handguard are in very good condition with some minor dings and 
scratches.  The mum has been ground.  Action works OK.  Includes the cleaning rod and a leather 
sling.  C&R. 

 182. H. Gibbs Model Percussion Rifle.  Serial # NSN.  .50 caliber black powder percussion rifle with a 
44” octagon barrel.   The bore is smooth and is in good condition.  The barrel is marked H. Gibbs 
Lancaster PA.  The lock plate is marked H. Leman Lancaster PA.   Henry Gibbs was a Lancaster PA 
gun maker born in 1812 and died in 1843.  The barrel measures approx. 0.920” at the muzzle and 
approx.. 1.00” at the breech.  The finish on the barrel is a worn brown patina with dings and 
scratches with heavy pitting on the breech end.  The lightly engraved lock plate is in very good 
condition showing light wear. The full length hardwood stock has been cleaned and shows several 
repaired cracks through the wrist.   Brass butt plate, patch box, trigger guard, nose cap, and 
ferrules.  The action works.  Includes a ramrod. 

 183. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Rifle.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. .45 caliber black powder 
percussion rifle with a 38” heavy octagon barrel.   Double set triggers.  The rifled bore is rusty and is 
in good condition.  The barrel and lock plate are not marked.  The barrel measures approx. 1” at the 
muzzle and at the breech.  The finish on the barrel is a heavily pitted rusty brown patina.  The plain 
lock plate is a smooth brown patina. It and the hammer are probably newer replacements.  The half-
length hardwood stock has been cleaned and shows a crack on the fore end and a crack at the upper 
tang.   Brass butt plate, trigger guard, nose cap, and ferrules.  The action works.  Includes a ramrod. 

R. 184. Remington Model 700 Heavy Bench Rest Gun Serial # G6512854. 6.5-284 caliber bolt action 
single shot bench rest rifle with a 31” super heavy stainless barrel.  The bore is to excellent.  This is 
a really heavy bench rest rifle built by Hammond’s Rifles in red Lion PA to shoot the 1000 yard heavy 
gun class.  The barrel measures approximately 1.450” at the muzzle.  The action is a black finished 
short action showing no wear.  The action has been trued.  Custom trigger with a smooth, very light 
trigger pull.  Custom oversize bolt knob. The rifle utilizes a machined barrel stabilizing sleeve 
mounted to a custom laminated wood stock.  Scope rail base mounted to the receiver.  Rifle is in 
very good to excellent condition.    

R. 185. Winchester Model 60.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 23” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a rusty brown patina.  The 
plain walnut stock is in fair condition with dings, scratches, and wear with significant moisture 
damage at the butt.  Original front and rear sights, rear sight elevator is missing.  Action works OK.  
C&R.     

R. 186. Marlin Model A1.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber semi-auto rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is fair to 
good with some rust and good rifling.   Detachable Magazine NOT included.  The metal finish the 
barrel and receiver is poor with heavy rust.  The hardwood stock is in fair condition with dings, 
scratches, and no finish with some overspray of something on the butt.  The action works OK.  Made 
from 1936-1941.  C&R. 
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 187. Gwyn & Campbell Model Type I Union Carbine.  Serial # 3193.  .52 cal percussion fired breech 
loading rifle with a 20” part octagon part round barrel.  The bore is rusty with visible rifling.  The 
Gwyn & Campbell was made during 1863-1864 with approx.. 8200 made.  Approx. 4200 were Type 
I.  They were used by Union Cavalry during the Civil War.  Distinctive serpentine double loop lever 
with a trigger release.  The metal finish overall is a brown patina with patches of surface rust.  
Adjustable “long” ramp rear sight graduated to 900 yards.  Saddle ring on left side of receiver.  The 
plain walnut butt stock is in very good condition with finish wear, no cracks.  Crescent steel butt 
plate.  The action works fine.   

R. 188. Remington Model 700 Classic .  Serial # E6647407.  .223 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made in 1981.  Made without sights.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear with some small scratches 
near the muzzle. The checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition with only some minor marks 
from use.  Factory recoil pad.  The action works fine.  Includes a Bushnell 3-9x40 scope in Redfield 
mounts and a black nylon sling. 

 189. Belgian Made Model Hunter.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 34” barrel.  The bore 
is fair, dirty with light pitting.  The barrel is choked Cylinder.  This is an early Belgian made 
conversion of a British Snider breech loader to a shotgun.  The metal finish on the barrel is a brown 
patina with light surface rust.  The receiver finish is a brown patina as well.  The plain walnut half 
stock is in good condition with some dings, scratches and finish wear.  The action seems to works 
OK.   

R. 190. Lefever Arms Co. Model Nitro Special.  Serial # 247946.  16 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28” 
barrels.  The bores will clean to excellent.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod. Double 
triggers and extractors only.  Made by Ithaca Gun Co. after it acquired the Lefever name. Made in 
1927.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is fair showing thinning and light to moderate surface 
rust.  The receiver is a cleaned gray patina with scratching.  The checkered walnut forearm is in 
good condition with finish wear and marks from use.  The checkered butt stock has a large non-
matching repair to the heel and has been re-finished.  The action works fine.  Made from 1921 to 
1948.  C&R. 

R. 191. Mossberg Model 5500 MK II.  Serial # 043788.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel accepts screw in chokes, a Full choke tube is installed.    
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some light marks and scratches.  
The finish on the alloy receiver is very good to excellent showing some light scratches.  The 
checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with some light dings and scratches.  
Original recoil pad.  The action works fine.  The 5500 Mk II was made from 1989 to 1992.   

R. 192. Remington Rolling Block Model 1901.  Serial # NSN.  7x57mm Mauser caliber single shot rifle 
with a 30” barrel.  The bore is good, visible rifling with frosting in the grooves.  Made for a military 
contract, probably South American.  The metal finish on the barrel is a dull gray cold blue showing 
thinning.    The receiver is a gray patina.  The walnut stock, forearm and handguard are in very good 
condition with a few dings and scratches.  Action works fine. Includes a case of 20 vintage 
Winchester 7mm cartridges. C&R. 

R. 193. Remington Model 30 Express.  Serial # 16193.  .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore will clean to very good/excellent.  Based on the military Model M1917 Enfield rifle.  The 
blue metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some wear on the front sight, light 
scratches and some widely scattered dots of light freckling.  The receiver finish shows just a hint of 
light edge wear with wear on the bolt knob.  The floorplate and trigger guard are worn.   The 
checkered walnut Schnabel stock is in good condition with some dings, scratches, and wear. 
Crescent steel butt plate.   Action works fine.  Includes fishhook sling swivels.  C&R. 
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R. 194. Winchester Model 54.  Serial # 22746A.  .30 Gov’t ‘06 (.30-06) caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made in 1929.  The Model 54 was the predecessor of the 
Model 70.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some scratches near 
the muzzle end.  The matte finish on the receiver is in excellent condition showing little to know 
wear.  The rear bridge has not been drilled.  Express style flip-down rear sight.  The trigger guard 
and floor plate show edge wear and scratching.  The checkered walnut stock is in good condition 
with some dings and scratches.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 195. Browning Arms Model BBR.  Serial # 13244PMK117.  .300 Win. Mag caliber bolt action rifle with a 
24” barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made without sights.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some small 
scratches near the muzzle. The stock is a custom Reinhart Fajen Aristocrat stock made from Kusia 
wood.  It is in excellent condition showing only minor marks from use.  Fajen butt plate.  The action 
works fine.   

R. 196. Marlin Model 81 DL.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel and a full 
length magazine tube.  The bore will clean to very good.   The metal finish on the barrel, magazine 
tube and receiver is poor, it is covered with a medium rust.  The hardwood stock is in fair condition 
with dings, scratches, and no finish.  Rear sight elevator is missing.  The action works, but the sear 
will trip if you close the bolt too quickly.  C&R.  

R. 197. Remington Model 30 Express.  Serial # 21793.  .25 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore will clean to very good.  Based on the military Model M1917 Enfield rifle.  The blue metal 
finish on the barrel and receiver is a re-blue and again shows some edge wear and scratching.  The 
receiver shows evidence of heavy buffing.  There are 2 plugged holes in the left side of the receiver.   
floorplate and trigger guard are worn.   The checkered walnut Schnabel stock is in fair to good 
condition with some dings, scratches, and wear. There is a crack at the rear of the receiver and some 
wood was removed on the right rear for a receiver mounted peed sight.  Crescent steel butt plate.   
Action works fine.  Includes sling swivel studs.  C&R. 

R. 198. Winchester Model Select Elegance.  Serial # 13AMW05802.  12 Ga. over/under shotgun with 28” 
ventilated rib barrels.  The bores are excellent.  The barrels accept Invector Plus screw in choke 
tubes.  Imp. Mod and Imp. Cyl. tubes are installed.  The chambers are 3”.  Made by FN Belgium.    
Single selective trigger and ejectors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in excellent condition 
showing only a few minor blemishes.   The satin gray finish with game scene engraving on the 
receiver is in excellent condition as well showing little sign of wear.  The checkered walnut stock and 
Schnabel forearm are in excellent condition showing minimal sign of use.  Black rubber recoil pad 
with an LoP of 14-1/4”. Action works fine and is tight.  Includes a red plastic hard case with the 
instructions, and extra Imp Mod. Choke tube and a tube wrench as well as the out shipping box.  
Made from 2003-2006. 

R. 199. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 1730714.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is fitted with a Poly Choke Deluxe adjustable choke.  Made 
in 1959.  The shotgun has been professionally upgraded with a Simmons rib, a professional re-blue 
and fancy walnut wood.  It may be a Simmons factory upgrade.   The blued metal finish on the 
barrel, magazine tube and receiver is a professional re-blue in excellent condition showing little sign 
of use.  The nicely figured checkered walnut forearm and butt stock are in excellent condition as well 
showing little sign of use.  Original butt plate.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 200. High Standard Model Victor.  Serial # ML84546.  .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 5½” slab 
side barrel.  The bore is excellent.  10 shot detachable magazine.  107 Series pistol made in Hartford 
CT before the acquisition of High Standard by FIE in 1993.  Features an aluminum ventilated barrel 
rib, barrel weight, checkered walnut right hand thumb rest grips, and stippled front and rear back 
straps.  The blued metal finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing little wear with some 
fine scratching.  The blued frame is excellent as well showing little to no wear.   The checkered 
walnut grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Action works fine.  Includes a soft case and 
some literature. The 107 Series guns were made from 1973 until 1981.   
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R. 201. Henry Repeating Arms Model THR45-70 Lever Action.  Serial # THR4570007.  .45-70 caliber 
lever action rifle with an 18½” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This classic lever gun is a limited 
edition Turnbull Henry rifle distributed through Top Shot Armory.  It features a Turnbull Mfg. case 
hardened receiver.  It is number 7 of 250.  The blue finish on the barrel is in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  The case hardened receiver shows excellent brilliant case color.  The checkered 
walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Black rubber recoil pad.  
Sling swivel studs.  Buckhorn type rear sight. Action works fine.  The rifle is new and unfired. 
Includes the original box and a custom-made leather sling. 

R. 202. Henry Repeating Arms Model H0111F 1860.  Serial # BTHIF02059.  .44-40 caliber lever action 
rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This classic lever gun features all steel construction 
and a full length magazine tube that loads from the front.  The blue finish on the barrel is in 
excellent condition showing no wear.  The case hardened receiver shows excellent brilliant case 
color.  The nicely figured checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition showing no wear.  Case 
colored steel crescent butt plate.  Ladder type rear sight. Action works fine.  The rifle appears to be 
new and unfired. Includes the original box. 

 203. Parker Brothers Model Top Lever Hammer Double.  Serial # 49087.  10 Ga. double barrel hammer 
shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are fair, clean with light pitting/roughness.  Made in 
1886.  The chambers on this gun measure 3”.  The finish on the barrels is a brown patina with little 
twist pattern still visible.  There are some small dings in the left barrel.  The receiver is a brown 
patina with rust on the underside.  The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in condition with 
wear, some dings and scratches.  There is some very old tape around the wrist.  Original butt plate is 
worn, but in good condition.  The action works OK, there is some play in the barrel to frame lock-up.  

 204. Unknown Maker Model Flintlock Pistol. Serial # 2073.  .69 caliber reproduction flintlock pistol 
with a 9” barrel.  The smooth bore is in good condition, no pitting.  Modern reproduction of a British 
Tower Flintlock pistol.  The barrel is in the white with some brown streaks.  The lock plate is a 
silver/gray patina with some tarnishing.  Brass side plate, pommel, trigger guard and ramrod 
retainer.  The hardwood stock is in good condition with scratches and finish wear.  The action works 
OK.  Includes the ramrod. 

R. 205. L.C. Smith Model Field Grade Receiver.   Serial # 66550.  12 Ga (?) receiver and parts only.  The 
metal finish is a gray patina with older surface rust.  There are traces of case color.  No guarantee 
that all parts are present or if it works.  C&R.   

R. 206. Winchester Model 97 Bare Receiver.  Serial # 819913.  12 Ga (?) bare receiver only for a 
Winchester Model 97.  Made in 1931.  The metal finish is worn with scratches and spots of older 
cleaned surface rust.   

R. 207. Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Barreled Receiver. Serial # NSN.  .32 RF caliber barreled 
stripped receiver with a 25” heavy octagon barrel.  The bore is poor, rusty and rough with visible 
rifling.  The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a brown patina with edge wear, scratches and 
some dings on the receiver.  Includes a heavy part round, parts octagon barrel for a Steven’s model 
44.  The metal finish is a brown patina with edge wear.  The bore is poor, rough with visible rifling.   

 208. Whitney Arms Co. Model No. 2.  Serial # 1179B.  .32 RF caliber single action spur trigger revolver 
with a 3” octagon barrel.  The bore fair, rusty with visible rifling.  Barrel marked “Whitneyville 
Armory”.  5 shot cylinder.  The finish on the barrel and cylinder is a dark gray patina with spots of 
older cleaned surface rust.   The nickel finish on the brass frame is worn with scratching and some 
green corrosion.  The wooden grips are in good condition with some wear.  Action works OK.  Made 
from 1871-1879. 
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R. 209. Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting Third Model.  Serial # 418236.  .32 S&W 
caliber double action top ejecting revolver with a 3¼” barrel.  The bore is poor to fair, moderate 
pitting with visible rifling..  6 shot cylinder.  The original nickel finish on the barrel and frame is in 
good condition with some spots of wear, light scratching and minimal flaking.   There are some 
scattered dots of light surface rust on the frame and cylinder.  The hard rubber grips are in very 
good condition showing slight wear, no chips or cracks.  The action works, but the trigger does not 
return properly.   This is the 3rd variation made from 1913 to 1915.  Includes a leather holster.  
C&R. 

R. 210. Winchester Model 1894 Takedown.  Serial # 488070.  .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.) caliber lever action 
take-down rifle with a 26” octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 
1909.  Full length tubular magazine.   The original blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine 
tube shows little wear with some light edge wear and some light scratching. The receiver shows 
heavy edge and carry wear with scratching and some spots of older cleaned surface rust.  The plain 
walnut forearm and butt stock in good to very good condition showing some light dings, scratches 
and finish wear.  The crescent butt plate is in good condition.  Original sights. The action works fine. 
C&R. Please see the photos to get a better idea of the condition. 

R. 211. Harrington & Richardson Model 1900.  Serial # 70963.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with some roughness.  The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing bare patches, wear and thinning with scratching and 
moderate surface rust.  The receiver is mostly a rusted dark brown patina.  The markings are barely 
visible.  The plain walnut forearm has been refinished and shows some marks and scuffs from use 
as well as a crack on both sides.  The butt stock has also been refinished and shows some marks, 
scratches and finish wear with a crack at both the upper and lower tang.  The butt plate is missing.  
Action works OK, but is sluggish. C&R. 

 212. Unknown Maker Model Spanish Flintlock Pistol. Serial # NSN.  .45 caliber reproduction flintlock 
pistol with a 6” octagon barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling, no pitting.  The 
barrel is in the white with some speckles of surface rust.  The frizzen shows good case color.  The 
engraved lock plate is clean with some dots of light surface rust.  Brass side plate and trigger guard, 
the trigger guard is cracked.  The hardwood stock is in good condition with scratches and finish 
wear.  The action works OK.  The ramrod is missing. 

R. 213. Remington Model 6.  Serial # S179114.  .22 RF caliber single shot rolling block boy’s rifle with a 
20” barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with some roughness and visible rifling.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is blotchy gray/brown patina with thinning and light scratching. The receiver shows faded 
case color with patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The plain walnut forearm is in very good 
condition showing little wear.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in good condition with some 
minor marks from use with a fine crack at the upper and lower tang.  Original front and rear sights 
including a rear tang sight.  Action works fine.  Made between 1901 and 1933.  C&R. 

R. 214. Remington Model 4.  Serial # 100923.  .32 RF caliber single shot takedown rolling block boy’s rifle 
with a 24” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with some roughness and visible rifling.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is blotchy gray/brown patina with thinning, edge wear and light 
scratching.  The finish on the receiver is a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust.  The walnut 
stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some marks from use along with some 
light finish wear.  Original front and rear sights.  Original steel butt plate.  Action works fine.  Made 
from 1890 to 1933.  C&R. 

R. 215. Maadi Co – C.A.I. Model MISR S/A.  Serial # CM10284.  7.62x39MM caliber semi auto rifle with a  
16½” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Detachable magazine.  This is a semi-automatic Egyptian made 
copy of the Soviet AKM.  The black painted military style finish is in very good condition and shows 
some min or scratches and wear.  The lower handguard and butt stock is laminated, the upper 
handguard is solid hardwood.  They are in good condition.  The pistol grip is plastic.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a 10 round magazine. 
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R. 216. Harrington & Richardson Hammerless First Model.  Serial # 87970.  .32 S&W caliber double 
action top eject revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling, no pitting.  
5 shot cylinder.  The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with some patches 
of finish loss due to older cleaned surface rust, scratches, and spots of fine rust.  The blued finish on 
the frame is in good condition with some moderate freckling on the left side.  The hard rubber grips 
are in very good condition with slight wear, no cracks or chips.  Action works fine.  This is the 
Second Variation and was made only in 1904.  C&R. 

R. 217. Savage Model 24S-E.  Serial #NSN.  .22 RF over .410 Ga combination gun with a 24” barrel.  The 
bores are both excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling in the .22 barrel.   The shotgun barrel is 
choked Imp. Cyl. and has a 3” chamber.  Side release lever and barrel selector on hammer.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrels is in good condition with some thinning and scratching with 
scattered light surface rust freckling.  The black finish on the receiver shows some edge wear, minor 
dings and some touched up finish.  The plain hardwood forearm and matching butt stock shows 
some light marks from use with some finish wear.  Original butt plate.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 218. Richland Arms Co. Model 707 Double Barrel.  Serial No. 9548.  20 Ga. side by side double barrel 
shotgun with 26” barrels.  The bores are excellent.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Cyl.  The 
chambers are 3”.  Made in Italy by Prandelli-Gasperini in Italy.  Barrels are marked “Vichers 
(Vickers) English Steel”.  Double triggers and extractors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in 
good condition with wear, scratches and scattered light surface rust.  The receiver shows slightly 
faded case colors with wear to the underside.  The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition 
with some dings, scratches and finish wear.  The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in fair 
condition with some severe abrasions and finish wear.  The black rubber recoil pad is deformed, 
deteriorated and petrified.  The action functions fine.   

R. 219. Hawk Industries – H&R 1871 LLC Model Pardner Pump Protector.  Serial # NY510917.  12 Ga.  
pump action shotgun with an 18½” plain barrel.  The bore is excellent.   The barrel is choked 
Cylinder.  The chamber is 3”.  This gun resembles a Remington 870.  It is made in China and 
features a matte black finished on the metal, a black synthetic stock and forearm, sling swivel studs, 
and a receiver drilled for a scope mount.  The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in 
excellent condition with a few minor scratches on the receiver.  The checkered black synthetic 
forearm and butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing a few minor scuffs and 
handling marks.  Action works fine.  The gun appears to have been fired very little.  Includes a black 
nylon web sling. 

R. 220. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 371079092.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.  Made in 1970.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with wear, scratches, paint streaks and 
scattered light surface rust.  The finish on the receiver shows thinning with heavy edge and carry 
wear with scratches and scattered spots of light surface rust.  The plain walnut forearm is in very 
good condition with just some minor marks and finish wear from use.  The matching checkered 
walnut butt stock is in good condition with some marks and abrasions from use.  Fiber optic front 
sight.  Original butt plate.  Action works fine.  C&R.  

R. 221. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 371154050.  20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in 1971.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing little wear with some 
scattered light surface rust freckling.  The finish on the receiver shows very light edge wear with 
some light scratching and scattered light rust freckling.  The checkered walnut forearm and butt 
stock are in excellent condition with just some minor marks from use.  Fiber optic front sight.  
Original butt plate.  Action works fine.    
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R. 222. Remington Model 660.  Serial # 6250888.  .350 Rem. Mag. caliber bolt action rifle with a 20” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Dog leg bolt handle.  This appears to be a transitional model which 
has the features of a Model 600 Magnum (no rib) but is marked 660.  The rifle was made in 1969.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is excellent showing little sign of wear.  The receiver finish is 
excellent showing little wear s well.  Original sights.  The checkered walnut/beech laminated stock is 
in very good to excellent condition showing only a few minor marks.  Original black rubber recoil 
pad.  The black plastic trigger guard is not warped.   Action works fine.  Made from 1968 to 1971. 
Includes the original box. 

R. 223. Harrington & Richardson Model Premier Second Model.  Serial # 252711.  .32 S&W caliber 
double action revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with moderate pitting and strong 
rifling.  5 shot cylinder.  Auto ejecting.  This is a Third Variation made 1909 until 1913.  The original 
nickel finish is in good condition showing some dings and scratches.  The original checkered black 
plastic grips are fair, the right grip panel has a large chip missing from the top.  Action does not 
work properly.  C&R.   

R. 224. Remington Model 141.  Serial # 48928.  .35 Remington caliber pump action rifle with a 24” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in 1946.  Tubular magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is 
very good showing little wear with some widely scattered light freckling.  The magazine tube shows 
wear from carry and use.  The finish on the receiver shows some light edge wear along with some 
light scratching and light to moderate surface rust freckling. The grooved walnut forearm is in very 
good condition with some minor marks from use.  The matching plain walnut stock is in good to very 
good condition with some marks from use and finish wear.  Original checkered aluminum butt plate.  
Original sights.  Action works fine. Made from 1935 to 1950.  C&R. 

R. 225. Remington Model 12.  Serial # 296178.  .22 RF caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon barrel.  
The bore is poor, dirty and rough with worn rifling.  Tubular magazine.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in poor condition showing edge wear and moderate to heavy rust.  The magazine tube is 
a brown patina with wear and surface rust.  The finish on the receiver shows moderate to heavy rust 
as well.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain walnut stock are in very good condition 
with some light marks and finish wear.  Original steel crescent butt plate.  Original sights with a 
tang mounted peep sight.  Action does  not work properly.  C&R.  

 226. B.C. Wood Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 16 Ga (0.680” bore) percussion fired 
single barrel shotgun with a 41” part round, part octagon barrel.  The bore is good, dusty but no 
significant rust or pitting visible.  Lock is marked B.C. Wood/P.Post NY.  Barry C. Wood was a gun 
maker located in Painted Post NY from 1848 until 1874.   The barrel has Crown/P and Crown/V 
British proofs near the breech.  The metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy brown patina with dings 
and scratches.  The lock plate is a cleaned gray patina.  Steel butt plate and engraved trigger guard.  
The plain walnut half-stock is in good condition with some marks from use and finish wear.  The 
action works fine.  Includes a ram rod.   

 227. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 12 Ga (0.730” bore) black 
powder percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 32” barrels.  The bores are dirty with light rust 
visible.  Barrel is faintly marked “Laminated Steel”.  The finish on the barrels is a brown patina with 
dings along the rib.  There is a bulge in the left barrel about 4” from the muzzle.  The lightly 
engraved lock plates are a brownish gray patina.  The plain walnut half stock with relief carving on 
the wrist is in fair to good condition with a crack on the front end.  Steel butt plate and trigger 
guard.  Action works OK.   Includes the ramrod. 

 228. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 16 Ga (0.640” bore) black 
powder percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 32” barrels.  The bores are dirty with light rust 
visible.  The barrel is marked “Patent Twist”.  The left barrel has the Belgian “Perron” proof.  The 
finish on the barrels is a brown patina with twist pattern visible with some scratches.  The lightly 
engraved lock plates are a dark gray patina.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good condition 
with a fine crack at the upper tang.  Extra finish was added years ago.  Steel butt plate and trigger 
guard.  Action works OK with both hammers holding on half and full cock.   Includes the ramrod. 
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 229. J.E. Evans Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # 403.  Approx. 12 Ga (0.720” bore) percussion fired 
double barrel shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are good, dusty but no significant rust 
or pitting visible.  Lock is marked “J.E. Evans Phila”.  J. E. Evans was a very high quality maker out 
of Philadelphia who is best known for his "Philadelphia" style derringers and fine sporting shotguns.  
This shotgun looks like a custom build.  There is a name inlaid in gold on the rib that looks like 
“Damos Norre”.  The metal finish on the Damascus barrels is a cleaned gray patina with Damascus 
pattern visible along with patches of brown patina.  The engraved lock plates are a cleaned gray 
patina.  Steel butt plate and engraved trigger guard.  The checkered walnut half-stock is in good 
condition with a repaired crack in the wrist.  The action works OK, only the right hammer holds on 
half cock.  Includes a ram rod.   

 230. S.W. Card Model Percussion Rifle.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. .31caliber percussion fired rifle with a 
15” heavy octagon barrel that looks like it might be jacketed or screw-in or both.  The last 1” of the 
muzzle is a round piece that looks to be separate from the octagon portion.  The bore is dusty and 
looks smooth.  The rifle is equipped with double set triggers and target sights.  The metal finish on 
the barrel is a dark gray-brown patina with heavy pitting.  The receiver is a gray patina with bare 
spots and moderate pitting.  The plain walnut butt stock with brass patch box is in fair condition 
with wear and a crack where it meets the receiver.  Steel butt plate and trigger guard.  The action 
works OK, the nipple is a bit battered. 

 231. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 12 Ga (0.720” bore) black 
powder percussion fired double barrel shotgun with 41” barrels.  The bores are dirty with rust 
visible.  The barrel is un-marked.  The finish on the barrels is a worn gray patina.  The engraved lock 
plates are a gray patina.  The checkered walnut half stock with a relief carved animal head is in good 
condition with a fine crack at the upper and lowers tangs.   Steel butt plate and engraved trigger 
guard.  Action works OK with both hammers holding on half and full cock.   The right nipple is 
damaged.  Includes the ramrod. 

R. 232. Iver Johnson Third Model Safety Automatic Hammer.  Serial # 30971. .32 S&W caliber double 
action revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with light to moderate pitting and good rifling.  
5 shot cylinder.  Auto ejecting.  The original nickel finish is in fair condition showing some flaking 
and scratches with surface rust, especially on the barrel group.  The blued trigger guard shows some 
spots of wear and light surface rust.  The original checkered black plastic grips are in very good 
condition showing slight wear.  Action works OK.  Made from 1909-1941.  C&R.  

 233a. First of a Lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Champion.  Serial # NSN. Early antique 12 Ga. single 
shot side lever shotgun with a 32” barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and pitted.  The barrel is choked 
Imp. Cyl.  The blued barrel finish is poor with moderate to heavy rust.  The nickel receiver shows 
rust and is almost completely brown.   The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good condition 
with marks from use and finish wear.  Original butt plate.  The action does not work with parts 
missing.   

 233b. Second of a Lot of 2: Manhattan Arms Model Hammer Double.  Serial # 438.  12 Ga. double 
barrel hammer shotgun with 30” barrels.  The bores are poor, dirty and rusted.  Made in Belgium.  
The gun is in relic condition.  Sidelocks marked “Manhattan Arms Co.” and “The Interchangeable”.  
The finish on the metal is in poor condition with rust.  The walnut forearm is cracked.  The butt 
stock is missing.  One hammer is broken off.  The right side plate is coming off.  The action does not 
work. 

R. 234. Volunteer Arms Model Single Shot.  Serial # 79745 XE.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” 
barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and rusty.  The barrel is choked Full.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is a dark brown patina with rust and light pitting.  The receiver is mostly a dark brown patina.   
The plain walnut forearm and butt stock appear to be Bishop replacements.  The forearm has been 
refinished and shows some marks and scuffs from use as well as stress cracks.  The butt stock has 
also been refinished and shows some marks, scratches and finish wear with a cracks in the wrist 
and bedding material around the upper tang.  Bishop butt plate.  Action works OK. C&R. 
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R. 235. Winchester Model 50.  Serial # 10440.  12-gauge semi auto shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.   The 
bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified with 2 ¾” chamber. The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is  good with a patch of finish loss, scratching and scattered light rust freckling.  The receiver 
finish is good showing edge wear, scratching and light rust freckling. The checkered walnut forearm 
and matching checkered butt stock are in fair to good condition with numerous marks and 
scratches.  The butt plate does not fit well.  The action works, but the bolt does not always hold 
back.  C&R. 

R. 236. Springfield Arms Model 315.  Serial # T2990.  12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 30” barrels.  The 
bores will clean to good.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod.  Double triggers and extractors 
only.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is fair with heavy wear, scratching, dings and older 
cleaned surface rust.  The receiver is a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust.  The bottom is 
turning brown.  The plain walnut stock and forearm are in fair condition with heavy finish wear.  
The stock has an old leather laced on recoil pad which is deteriorating.  There is a plastic butt plate 
underneath.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

R. 237. Savage Arms Model Stevens 940B.  Serial # NSN.  20 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel.  
The bore will clean to very good or better.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 3”.    The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing light wear with light scratches along 
with light surface rust.  The receiver shows faded case colors and some light to moderate surface 
rust.  The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in fair to good condition with finish wear, light 
scrapes and scratches.  Original butt plate.  Action works fine. C&R. 

R. 238. Keystone Arms Co. Model Single Shot Shotgun.  Serial # A.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” 
barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty with patches of pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.  Made for Keystone 
Arms Co. of Philadelphia by Crescent Firearms.  The finish on the barrel is in fair condition with 
heavy wear and cleaned surface rust.  The receiver is a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust 
as well as internal rust.  The plain walnut stock and forearm are in fair condition with dings, 
scratches and finish wear.  The forearm is loose and was taped on at some point with tape marks on 
the wood and metal.  Action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 239. Savage Model 220B.  Serial #NSN.  16 Ga single shot break-open shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The 
bore will clean to very good.  The barrel is choked Full with a 2-3/4” chamber.  Automatic ejector.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition.  It is a blotchy  gray/brown patina with light 
surface rust and remnant pitting.  It has a greasy residue.   The receiver shows faded case color with 
light surface rust.  The black painted trigger guard is chipped and worn to near bare gray.  The plain 
walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition with some light marks and finish 
wear with a greasy residue. Original butt plate.  Action works fine, but is a little stiff. C&R. 

R. 240. Harrington & Richardson Model 1900.  Serial # A363494.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” 
barrel.  The bore will clean to good or better.  The barrel is choked Full.  The finish on the barrel is in 
fair condition showing a heavily worn brown patina with remnant pitting.  The receiver is a dark 
brown patina with edge wear.  The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in fair to good condition 
with light marks and finish wear.  Original butt plate is cracked through the middle.  Action works 
OK. C&R. 

R. 241a. First of a Lot of 2: J.C. Higgins Model 583.3.  Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” 
barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and rusty.  The barrel is choked Modified.  Made for Sears, Roebuck, 
& Co. by High Standard.  5 shot tubular magazine.  Missing the bolt. The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in good condition with tinning, scratching and light surface rust.  The 
magazine tube is a worn brown patina.  The trigger guard is painted white.  The plain walnut stock 
is in fair to good condition with some small dings, scratches, and finish wear.  Original black rubber 
recoil pad is dried out and hard. C&R. 
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R. 241b. Second of a Lot of 2: Remington Model 33.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot bolt action 
rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good.  Missing the bolt and trigger guard.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver are in fair condition, they are mostly turning to a brown 
patina with scattered scratches and spots of light surface rust.  The finger groove walnut stock is in 
good to very good condition with some minor marks.  Butt plate is missing but has a laced on leather 
butt pad.  Original sights.  Trigger and sear work. Made from 1932 to 1935.  C&R.  

R. 242a. First of a Lot of 2: Geco Model 1925 Karabiner.  Serial # F159256.  6mm Flobert caliber bolt 
action single shot rifle with an 18” barrel.  The bore will clean to excellent.  Made in Germany pre-
WWII.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition with moderate surface 
rust.  The plain hardwood stock is in fair condition and shows numerous dents and dings with finish 
wear.  No butt plate.  Original sights.  Action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 242b. Second of a Lot of 2: Winchester Model 60.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot bolt action 
rifle with a 23” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good.  The metal finish on the barrel and receiver 
is an aggressively cleaned bare gray with moderate to heavy underlying pitting.  The plain hardwood 
stock is in poor condition with a large crack.  Original butt plate is fair with heavy wear and chips 
missing.  Original sights.  Action work. Made from 1931 to 1934.  C&R. 

R. 243a. First of a lot of Two: Hopkins & Allen Model Single Shot.  Serial # O 0516.  12 Ga. single shot 
shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore is fair, clean with light to moderate pitting.  The barrel is 
choked Full.  The finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing a heavily worn brown patina with 
remnant pitting.  The receiver is a dark gray-brown patina with edge wear and cleaned surface rust.  
The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in fair condition.  The butt stock looks like it was split 
and repaired with wood dowels.  Iver Johnson butt plate does not fit well.  Action works OK. C&R. 

R. 243b. Second of a lot of Two: Western Arms Co. Model Single Shot.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot 
shotgun with a 32” barrel.  The bore is dirty, it may clean to good.  The barrel is choked Cylinder.   
Made by J. Stevens Arms in the early 1920’s.  The metal finish is a brown, rusty patina.  The 
forearm and butt stock are in poor condition with large dings and scratches and missing pieces of 
wood.  The butt is taped at the wrist.  The butt plate is broken.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R.  

R. 244a. First of a lot of Two: Crescent Firearms Model Victor Special.  Serial # 816610.  12 Ga. single 
shot shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good, no pitting.  The barrel is choked 
Imp. Mod.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy gray with scratches and older cleaned 
surface rust.  The receiver shows remnant case color with older cleaned surface rust.  The plain 
hardwood stock and forearm are in fair condition.  The forearm is loose with a large crack.  The butt 
stock was sanded and has fine cracks at the upper and lower tangs.  Action works OK, but is 
sluggish. C&R. 

R. 244b. Second of a lot of Two: Iver Johnson Champion.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 
26” barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and pitted.  The barrel was most likely cut back, it chokes a loose 
Cylinder and the front bead is missing.  The metal finish is a brown, rusty patina.  The forearm and 
butt stock are in fair condition with large dings and numerous cracks in the butt.  The butt plate is 
a piece of sheet metal.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

R. 245. Shattuck Model Perfection. Serial # NSN.  12 Ga single shot break-top shotgun with a 32” barrel.  
The bore will clean to good with some small patches of roughness.  The barrel is choked Improved 
Cylinder.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy brown/gray that looks like an old cold 
blue.  The receiver shows very little remnant nickel and is starting to turn brown with older cleaned 
surface rust.  The plain walnut fore end is in good condition with some finish wear and some marks 
from use.  The matching plain walnut butt stock with pistol grip cap is good with some minor marks 
from use and a fine crack at the upper tang.  There is some damage at the toe.  The original butt 
plate is good with a chip out of the toe.  The action seems to function fine.  There is just a hint of 
play in the barrel to frame lock-up.  C&R. 
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R. 246. Mossberg Model 500A.  Serial # K124101.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  
The bore will clean to excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.  3” chamber.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel is very good to excellent showing little wear.  The black finish on the alloy receiver 
shows some minor marks and light scratching.  The checkered hardwood forearm and matching 
plain butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear.  Original brown rubber 
recoil pad.  Action works fine. 

R. 247. CBC K-Mart Model 151. Serial # 836138.  20 Ga single shot break-top shotgun with a 28” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in Brazil by CBC for 
K-Mart.  The action opens with a button on the front of the trigger guard.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in fair condition with moderate surface rust.  The engraved receiver shows edge wear 
and carry wear, the bare metal has subsequently rusted.  The plain walnut forearm is very good with 
minor marks from use and light finish wear.  The matching butt stock is good with scratches and 
marks from use.  The grooved plastic butt plate is very good, no cracks or chips. The action seems to 
work fine. 

R. 248. Hopkins & Allen Model Single Shot.  Serial # 4259.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  
The bore will clean to very good.  The barrel is choked Full.  The finish on the barrel is a brown 
patina with remnant pitting and older cleaned surface rust.  The receiver is a dark gray patina with 
edge wear and cleaned surface rust.  The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in fair condition.  
The forearm ha stress cracks.  The butt has a crack in the wrist.  The butt plate is loose.  The action 
does not always work, also, if you tilt too far on opening, the upper and lower will separate. C&R. 

R. 249. Winchester Model 37.  Serial # NSN.  20 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore will 
clean to very good/excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
good condition showing thinning, scratching and a haze of light plain walnut forearm and matching 
butt stock are in good condition showing some minor marks from use with some light finish wear.   
The original butt plate is in very good condition.  The action works fine and the barrel to frame lock-
up is tight. C&R.   

R. 250. Harrington & Richardson Model 088.  Serial # AZ540197.  20 Ga. 3” single shot shotgun with a 
26” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good/excellent.  The barrel is choked Full, the chamber is 3”.    
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing little wear with a haze of light 
surface rust.  The receiver finish shows faded case colors with moderate surface rust.  The plain 
hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition with some small dings and finish wear.  The 
action works fine.  Made from 1979 to 1986.    

R. 251. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight Deerslayer.  Serial # 371312903.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with 
a 2” plain barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Lightweight Deerslayer version equipped with rifle sights.  
Made in 1973.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light muzzle 
wear and some light scuffs along with some widely scattered dot of light surface rust.  The engraved 
receiver is in fair to good condition showing thinning, edge wear and light surface rust freckling.  The 
checkered walnut forearm is excellent showing little wear.  The matching checkered walnut butt 
stock is in good condition with some marks from use and some finish wear.  The butt plate/recoil 
pad is missing.  The LoP to the end of the wood is 13”.  There is also a sling stud hole that has been 
filled.  Front sight post is missing.  Action works fine.  

R. 252. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 7052391 .308 Win caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Made in 1963.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
good to very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches.  The blued finish on the 
receiver and trigger guard shows some edge wear with some light scratching.  The checked basket 
weave walnut forearm is in good to very good condition with some minor marks from use.  The 
matching butt stock is in good condition with marks and finish wear from use .  Plastic butt plate.  
Original sights.  Action works fine.  Includes a vintage Bushnell Banner 4x scope in see through 
mounts and a worn leather sling in swivels.  C&R. 
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R. 253. Remington Model 870 Express.  Serial # W543602M.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  3” chamber.   Barrel accepts screw in chokes, a Modified 
choke tube is installed.  The matte metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing little wear 
with some scattered light rust residue from moisture or perspiration.  The matte finished receiver is 
very good showing some light scuffs.  The checkered hardwood forearm and matching butt stock are 
very good with only a few minor marks and light finish wear.  Original Remington recoil pad.  Action 
works fine. 

R. 254. Remington Model 721.  Serial # 410092.  .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  Made in 1957.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good 
condition showing some light edge wear and some widely scattered light rust freckles.  The trigger 
guard and floor plate are worn with some scratching.  The plain walnut stock is in fair condition with 
some minor marks from use and finish loss.  Some wood was removed from the left rear side for the 
installation of a receiver mounted peep sight.  Original metal butt plate.  Sling swivels installed.  
Rear sight is missing.  Action works fine.  Includes a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 scope in Weaver rings 
and a leather sling.  Made from 1948 to 1962.  C&R. 

   
      
 
 
 
 

Gun Registration Information 
All guns with an “R” before the number must be registered.  Licensed dealers must have a current copy of 
their FFL signed in ink in our files.  No modern long guns sold to anyone under the age of 18, nor modern 
hand guns to anyone under 21.  No hand guns sold to out of state residents who are not dealers.  Residents 
of states requiring a purchase permit to buy long guns (I.E. New Jersey, etc.) must furnish this permit.  
Persons of Curio & Relic License (except New Jersey) may only purchase firearms listed as such by the 
B.A.T.F. and must provide a signed copy of that license.  The purchaser pays any and all registration fees. 
 
Your interpretation of “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, etc. may be very different than ours, when it comes to 
the description of the guns.  You are the final judge of condition before you buy.  Please examine any item 
you are interested in very carefully and decide, before you bid, if it is as you expected.  Always have a 
gunsmith check a gun you purchased for possible defects.  We do not warrant any gun to be in firing 
condition.  If you see any glaring mistakes in the catalog description of the guns, please inform us of the 
error prior to the start of the sale.  This will allow us to let other buyers know of the correction before any 
items are sold.   
 
Federal law requires any firearm, made after 1898, to be registered.  Even though the gun looks like an 
antique, we need proof it was made before 1898 before we can give it to you without registration.  Since 
documentation of guns made by many obscure manufacturers is difficult and time consuming, we may, 
sometimes, incorrectly register a gun that may be an antique.  We regret this error but in the case of a 
Federally licensed dealer, it’s better safe than sorry. 
Thanks for your consideration and enjoy the auction! 
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ACCESSORIES 

 
Authenticity of any the following collectibles and ammunition is un-
verified. They are believed to be correct but please be sure you are 

satisfied before you bid.   
Caveat Emptor! 

 
300. Ten Point model Shadow CLS crossbow package which has an attached Nikon 

Bolt XR scope. Includes two quivers of bolts (The Lumen Arrows) and a hard 
sided bow case. In overall great condition. 

301. (2) Daisy bb air rifles – Vintage No. 11 model 29 350 shot nickel plated and a 
model 102. 

302. Crosman model 38T .22 cal. C02 powered pellet revolver. 
303. (Full Case) Remington 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj ammunition- 500 round case. 
304. (4 Bricks) CCI Velocitor .22 long rifle 40gr. copper plated hollow point 

ammunition. 
305. WWII German Nazi SA dagger by Ed. Wusthof with its original scabbard- 

hand guard stamped “Wf” with an etched blade “Alles fur Deutschland”. Metal 
scabbard is pitted, dagger is in overall good condition. Please inspect. 

306. (260 Rounds) Wolf and Tul Ammo.223 Remington 62gr. fmj ammunition- 13 
boxes in total. 

307. (Full Case) Federal No. 210 large rifle primers- 50 boxes of 100. 
308. WWII German Nazi Hitler Youth dagger and scabbard- dagger’s blade is 

stamped with a makers mark Puma Solingen Ges. Geschutzt. The blade is 
pitted and the overall dagger shows wear but all parts are present. Please 
inspect. 

309. (Full Case) Remington 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj ammunition- 500 round case. 
310. Large grouping of assorted boxed and loose 7.62x39mm ammunition- 290 

rounds are boxed and the remainder are loose. Boxes are full except for one 
partial. 

311. WWII German Army Officer’s presentation dagger and scabbard- dagger 
contains an orange bakelite twist grip with an eagle and swastika hand guard. 
The blade is unmarked. Pommel is embossed with a leaf design. Scabbard 
contains both suspension rings with officer uniform hangers. Please inspect. 

312. (Full Case) Remington 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj ammunition- 500 round case. 
313. (Full Case) Federal No. 100 small pistol primers- 50 boxes of 100. 
314. (300 Rounds) Federal Law Enforcement .40 S&W and .45 Auto ammunition- 

(200 rounds) .40 S&W 165gr. expanding fmj and (100 rounds) .45 Auto 
230gr. HST. 

315. WWII German KS98 dress dagger and scabbard with a leather frog- blade 
marked Carl Eickhorn Solingen. 

316. (Full Case) Remington 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj ammunition- 500 round case. 
317. (300 Rounds) PPU 6.5x55 Carcano 139gr. fmj bt ammunition- 15 boxes of 20. 
318. WWII German K98 Mauser bayonet and scabbard with a leather frog- bayonet 

marked S/245 and the pommel stamped with proof markings. 
319. (200 Rounds) Federal Law Enforcement 9mm Luger +P 124gr. HST 

ammunition- 4 boxes of 50. 
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320. (358 Rounds) Winchester and Remington .38 Super + P silvertip hp, jacketed 
hp, and some fmj ammunition. 

321. (77 Rounds) PPU 7.35x51 Carcano 128gr. sp ammunition. 
322. Large grouping of Remington, Winchester, and Federal .22 long rifle, .22 

short, and .22 Win Mag. ammunition- full or mostly full boxes. 
323. (400 Rounds) Federal Tactical Hydra-Shok 9mm Luger 147gr. jhp 

ammunition- 8 boxes of 50. 
324. (99 Rounds) Husqvarna 6.5x55mm CNCS sp ammunition. 
325. (79 Rounds) Vintage UMC 11mm Mauser 380gr. lead ammunition- (2) boxes 

are unopened, (1) opened full box, and (19) loose cartridges. 
326. (5) Vintage powder containers – (2) leather embossed powder flasks (one spout 

is loose), (2) copper embossed powder flasks, and an early red painted powder 
horn. 

327. (121 Rounds) Assorted .45 Auto fmj ball, semi-wadcutter, and hp ammunition 
including a bag of .45 semi-wadcutter bullets, and (20 rounds) assorted loose 
.45 Colt lead ammunition. 

328. Early US child’s M1A2-11 gas mask, reproduction US M1 bayonet marked 
OL. US. 1943 and China, including a modern double edge dagger and sheath. 

329. Large grouping of .38 Special, .38 S&W, and few .357 Magnum ammunition 
including a partial box of .38 Special lead 158gr. bullets. 

330. (406 Rounds) Federal Law Enforcement 9mm Luger 124gr. Hydra-Shok jhp 
and Expanding fmj ammunition. 

331. Gun Guard hard sided long gun case including a Doskocil hard sided 
handgun case. 

332. Caldwell “The Lead Sled” Solo recoil reducing rest, includes two bag rests and 
its original box. 

333. (40 Rounds) Federal .45-70 Government 300gr. soft point ammunition. 
334. Assorted modern and vintage ammunition – (50 rounds) 5.56mm in which 5 

are tracer cartridges, loose vintage 10ga. and 12ga. shells, partial box of 16ga, 
mostly empty box of 20ga, and two EMPTY 20ga. and 9mm Luger boxes. 

335. Full and partial boxes of CCI mini-mag .22 long rifle, CCI Stinger .22 long 
rifle, and .22 lr and wmr shotshells. (Approx. 1000+ rounds) 

336. (4) Boxes – Mostly firearm related reference books including a partial box of 
cleaning supplies. Books include an R.L Wilson “The World of Beretta”, Gun 
Digests, Shooter’s Bibles, value books, modern magazines, and others. 

337. (250 Rounds) Fiocchi .380 Auto 95gr. fmj ammunition including a Bersa 
Thundra .380 ACP pistol magazine. 

338. Large grouping of CCI, Remington, Hornady, and Winchester .22 Win. Mag 
ammunition- full and partial boxes, approx. 500+ rounds. 

339. (150 Rounds) Fiocchi .44 Magnum 240gr. jhp and jsp ammunition. 
340. (250 Rounds) Winchester target .38 Special 125gr. jsp ammunition. 
341. (69 Rounds) Winchester and Remington .30-30 Winchester 150gr. and 170gr. 

hp and sp ammunition. 
342. Assorted 12ga. shotgun shells and slugs- full, mostly full, and partial boxes. 
343. (373 Rounds) Mixed .357 Magnum ammunition- mostly jhp but does include 

10 shotshells. 
344. Large grouping of assorted .22 long rifle ammunition- 1100+ rounds in full 

and partial boxes.  
345. (12) Single spring conibear style body traps- roughly 5”x6”. 
346. (4) Double coil spring leg hold traps- roughly 7” in length. 
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347. Large grouping of smaller Duke double coil spring leg hold traps- roughly 4.5” 
in length. 

348. (2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – labeled Chubb 9 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip and 
includes an external rod case. Other rod is an E. Vom Hofe & Co. 8 ½’ 3pc. 
with an extra tip and includes an external rod case. 

349. Large grouping of modern and vintage spinning and casting rods (approx. 9) 
including (2) attached Zebco and South Bend spinning reels. 

350. (6) Vintage fly reels – (2) Pflueger Medalists, JW Young & Sons Landex, 
Pflueger Sal-Trout, Herter’s, and a AF Meisselbach No. 627 Rainbow. 

351. (2) Vintage bamboo fly rods including (1) bamboo trolling rod – Fred D. Devine 
3pc. Pathfinder with an extra tip in an external rod case, Horrocks – Ibbotson 
3pc. Vernley 8’ with an external rod case, and a FE Thompson Special trolling 
rod with a soft case. (Slight crack near tip on the Thompson) 

352. Large grouping of modern and vintage spinning, casting, and fly rods in two 
bundles- wide variety, appear complete, could be incomplete sections mixed 
in. See brands Garcia, Daiwa, many bamboo rods, and others. 

353. (8) Vintage collectible fly reels – many skeleton reels, Kalamazoo, Mar-Vel 
model FWA, Gale Simplicity, Humphreys model 3A, Featherlight no. 260, and 
others. 

354. (2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – one unmarked pat. dated 1906 3pc. with an 
extra tip in an external rod case, other rod marked “The Eclipse Rod” 3pc. 
with an extra tip in an external rod case. 

355. (2) Fly rods – modern White River Hobb’s Creek 7 ½’ 4wt 2pc fly rod with a 
cylinder rod case and a classic Eagle Claw by Wright & McGill 7’ 2pc without 
a case. 

356. (9) Assorted vintage fly, casting, and push button reels – Weberkraft nylon no. 
500, Heddon auto no. 57, Vernon Deluxe, Miracle Silent Automatic, J. Vom 
Hofe, and others. 

357. (2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Goodwin Granger Co. 3pc. Denver Special with 
a cylinder rod case including a Pezon Et Michel 2pc Parabolic 8 ½’ fly rod with 
a cylinder rod case. 

358. Large grouping of mostly vintage spinning and casting rods – True Temper, St. 
Croix, Daiwa, Montague, and others. (8 in total) 

359. (130 Rounds) PPU 8x50R Lebel 200gr. fmj bt ammunition and (80 Rounds) 
8mm French Lebel 175gr. sp ammunition. 

360. (425 Rounds) Mixed .38 Super +P ammunition- PMC .38 Super Auto +P 
115gr. jhp and Winchester cased .38 Super +P fmj. 

361. (2) German bayonets and scabbards – German pre WWI S98 bayonet and 
scabbard by R.M. Soemmerda and a German M1895 Weyersberg Kirschbaum 
& Co. Solingen bayonet and scabbard (Chilean issued). 

362. (300+ Rounds) Mixed 9mm Luger fmj, plated, jhp, and lead ammunition. 
363. Large grouping of 7.62x54R and 7.62 Russian ammunition- 300+ rounds in 

total. 
364. Assorted foreign military ammunition – 7.35x51mm Carcano, 6.5 Carcano, 

.303 British, and others. 15 round boxes are full except for one partial 10 
round box. Loose .303 British cases are corroded. 

365. Large grouping of mixed .380 Auto fmj, jhp, and other ammunition- approx. 
500 rounds in total, mostly partial boxes. 
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366. WWII German Red Cross Ges. Geschutzt sawback dagger, includes a  
scabbard and leather frog- 15 ½” in length, finish loss to metal on handguard 
and pommel. Please inspect. 

367. Large grouping of assorted .22 long rifle ammunition- full and partial boxes. 
368. Large grouping of mostly foreign military cartridges – 8x56R, 7.5x54 MAS, 

7.62x25, FA .38, 7.62x39, and others. Full or mostly full boxes. 
369. (200+ Rounds) Assorted .308 Winchester ammunition- several boxes have 

mixed cartridges, one box has corroded cartridges. 
370. WWI French Lebel 25” brass handled spike bayonet and scabbard. 
371. Large grouping of widely assorted reloading bullets, brass, and cartridges- 

good sorting project. 
372. (303 Rounds) Assorted 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj, gdhp, and 147gr. tmj 

ammunition. 
373. Vintage and modern ammunition – (225 rounds) 9mm Browning/.380 Auto, 

mostly full box .38 S&W, partial box of .30 Luger, full boxes Winchester .22 
long rifle, mostly full box of .25 auto, percussion cap tins, and others. 

374. Large grouping of mixed 12ga. shotgun shells- full, mostly full, and partial 
boxes. 

375. Early US stamped socket bayonet with an original leather scabbard including 
an early four sided spike sword and scabbard- unmarked with a carved horn 
and wire wrapped handle. (Handle is cracked) 

376. Various Accessories – Bullet molds, Bausch & Lomb Winchester mod. 70 
mounts, bullet puller, checkering tool, shell holders, Redding powder measure 
micrometer, and other tools. 

377. 7.35 Carcano reloading supplies – New 7.35x51 Carcano unprimed brass, 
Hornady 7.35cal. 128gr. sp bullets, and 7.35 Carcano reloading die sets. 

378. (2) Modern reproduction daggers – Roman Legions fantasy dagger and 
scabbard including a German RAD dagger and scabbard. Both marked made 
in China. 

379. .303 British reloading supplies – Redding .303 British reloading dies, 
including new and fired .303 British brass. 

380. Large grouping of fired brass- military ammo can containing primed .30-06, 
primed .30-30, .357 Rem. Max, 7.62x39, primed 6.5x54 MS, 6.5x52 Carcano, 
and others. 

381. Vintage and modern ammunition – Partial boxes of early .30-40 Krag, .45-70 
Gov’t cartridges, 8mm Mauser, .308 Win, .44 Rem Mag, partial .45 US 
Springfield, .223 Rem, and others. 

382. (2) Climber tree stands. 
383. Hoyt MT Sport model ZR-200 right handed compound bow- weight 60-70, 

String 52, Length 28-30.5. 
384. (2) Single man tree stands including a set of climbing sticks- climbing and 

hangout stands. 
385. SA Sports model Fever crossbow with an attached scope and quiver of modern 

bolts. 
386. Ameristep chair blind with a carrying case including an Outer’s Varminter 

rifle rest. 
387. Vintage Bear model Grizzly right handed recurve bow- 9R6749 AMO-56” 55#. 
388. (2) Single man tree stands, includes a set of climbing sticks and ladder- 

climbing and hangout stands. 
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389. (9) Mallard drake and hen decoys, several with lead weights- Flambeau and 
others. 

390. (2) Spinning rods – Olympic 3010 FG 2pc. 10ft. and another unmarked 10ft. 
2pc. rod with a broken tip. 

391. MEC model 761R progressive 12ga. shotshell reloading press. 
392. Box of 1000 CCI no. 209 shotshell primers. 
393. Shotshell reloading supplies – Full 4 lb. container of Hi-Skor 700-X smokeless 

powder, 25lbs. Lawrence Brand no.8 lead shot, 12ga. wads, and 12ga. spent 
hulls. 

394. Outer’s .22 cal. bullet trap, (3) empty metal military ammo cans, Empty US 
military quart oil can, and a metal carrying case. 

395. Large grouping of modern and vintage gun cleaning supplies – (3) assembled 
groups of rifle and shotgun cleaning rods including many loose tips. 

396. Various accessories – Lyman turbo tumbler and media, shot bags, Sun Ancon 
massager, small heather, framed Remington poster, and others. 

397. Various accessories – Crosman model 2240 .22 cal. pellet pistol, clay target 
thrower, many gun sleeves and cases, scrap wood, horseshoe gun racks, and 
others. 

398. (150 Rounds) Hornady Varmint Express .22 Hornet 35gr. V-Max ammunition. 
399. Hornady and Sierra reloading bullets and cartridge cases – (2 full boxes) 

Sierra 8mm 175gr. spitzer bullets, (5 full boxes) Hornady V-Max .17 cal. 20gr. 
V-Max bullets, (2 full boxes) Hornady .17 cal. 25gr. spire hp, and a box of .17 
hornet unprimed cases. 

400. (250 Rounds) Winchester .218 Bee 46gr. jacketed hollow point ammunition. 
401. (250 Rounds) Hornady, Winchester, and AE .17 Win. Super Mag 15gr, 20gr, 

and 25gr. ammunition. 
402. (1340 Rounds) Assorted .22 cal. ammunition in mostly long rifle, does include 

a box of short and 20 rounds of wmr shotshells. 
403. (200 Rounds) Winchester .22 Hornet 45gr. soft point ammunition. 
404. (300 Rounds) Magtech and Precision One .44 Remington Mag. 240gr. fmj, 

sjsp-flat, and jhp ammunition. 
405. (199 Rounds) Remington .22 Hornet 45gr. psp and hollow point ammunition. 
406. Ammunition in both .25-35 Win. and .32-40 Win- (60 rounds) Winchester 

.25-35 Win. 117gr. sp and (60 rounds) Old Western Scrounger .32-40 Win. 
165gr. fn lead. 

407. (250 Rounds) PPU .22 Hornet 45gr. soft point ammunition. 
408. (120 Rounds) Winchester Varmint and Predator .22-250 Rem. 45gr. jacketed 

hollow point ammunition. 
409. (1958 Rounds) Assorted .22 long rifle ammunition. 
410. (220 Rounds) Prvi Partizan and S&B .22 Hornet 45gr. and 90gr. sp 

ammunition. 
411. Assorted ammunition – (100 rounds) .38 Special 130gr. and 158gr. fmj and 

lead, (20 rounds) 7-30 Waters 120gr. btsp, (20 rounds) .222 Rem. 50gr. psp, 
and (18 rounds) vintage .35 WCF ammunition. 

412. Vintage Remington UMC Firearms and Ammunition catalogs (1915-16 and 
1918-19) including Hunter Trader and Trapper magazines (1910-11). 

413. Grouping of mostly WWII era military patches, medals, badges, and pins. 
414. Good assortment of firearm and reloading related reference books – 

“Remington Arms & History” Vol. 1-2, “Swift Bullet Company”, “Smith & 
Wesson Hand Guns”, “History of Smith & Wesson”, and others. 
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415. Various accessories – Spent 12ga. and 16ga. shotgun hulls, empty shell 
boxes, elk bags, and a hunter’s seat. 

416. Assorted ammunition – (58 rounds) Remington .222 Rem. Mag. 55gr. psp, 
(50+ rounds) 12ga. shotgun shells, and a shell cartridge belt. 

417. Vintage Sheridan Products C-Series .20 cal. pump action pellet rifle. 
418. Vintage Daisy model 99 .177 cal. lever action air rifle. 
419. Vintage Benjamin Air Rifle Co. model 310 pump action air rifle. 
420. Mostly AR-15 airsoft and other rifle parts – Sinclair AR-15 yellow covers, 

Brownells barrel cuff weights, Brownells butt stock weight, airsoft upper and 
butt stock. 

421. (3) AK-47 rifle magazines – (2) 30 round mags and (1) 10 round mag. 
422. (6) Empty metal military ammo cans. 
423. (7) AR-15 rifle magazines by Palmetto, La Belle, FN Mfg, and Simmonds. 
424. (2) Tackle boxes full and partial full of mostly vintage fishing lures, does 

include some hooks, bobbers, plastic bait, and misc. supplies. 
425. (2) Military ammo cans containing mixed military ammunition and blank 

cartridges – (300+ rounds) 5.45x39, .30-06 in Garand clips, 7.62 M82 (.308) 
blanks, .303 British, 5.56mm, and others. 

426. (9) AR-15 rifle magazines by Colt, FN Mfg, and La Belle. 
427. (1716 Rounds) Remington and Winchester .22 long rifle ammunition in value 

packs. 
428. (240 Rounds) 5.56mm M193 ball ammunition with clips in two bandoleers. 
429. Assorted ammunition including a canvas holster- (105 rounds) 7.65 Mauser 

and (54 rounds) .30 Mauser. 
430. CMP hard sided long gun case. 
431. Plano tackle box partially full of assorted plastic bait and misc. fishing 

supplies, empty tackle trays, and a Daiwa 4330 spinning reel in a Heddon 
box. 

432. (Approx. 300 rounds) .22 long rifle ammunition including (9) AR-15 rifle 
magazines by Okay Ind, Center Ind, Defense Solutions Group, and Adventure 
Line. 

433. (1000) Sierra 7mm (.284) 168gr. Match reloading bullets. 
434. (500 Rounds) .30-06 150gr. fmj ammunition in a metal military ammo can. 
435. (460 Rounds) Loose assorted .30 Carbine fmj ammunition. 
436. (500 Rounds) .30-06 150gr. fmj ammunition in a metal military ammo can. 
437. (790) 7mm (.284) reloading bullets in both Sierra 168gr. Match and 160gr. 

hp. 
438. (300 Rounds) Loose assorted .357 Magnum 158gr. jacketed hollow point 

ammunition. 
439. (150 Rounds) .303 British ammunition with clips in three bandoleers- most 

headstamped FN 51 and FN 50. 
440. (400 Rounds) Mixed 9mm Luger fmj and plated ammunition. 
441. Military ammo can containing many fired 6.5x300 Weatherby Magnum brass- 

full and mostly full boxes. 
442. (150 Rounds) Mixed .45 Auto lead semi-wadcutter ammunition. 
443. (2) Winchester portable 5pc. and 3pc. cutlery sets- each with its own canvas 

carrying case. Like new. 
444. Box lot – Morton camo soft long gun case, Nike and other duffle bags, small 

backpack, shotgun cleaner, and an XL shooting vest. 
445. Leupold Vari-X II 2-7x rifle scope- does include a set of expandable lens caps. 
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446. (2) Box lots – Large grouping of assorted reference books on firearms, knives, 
reloading, military, cartridges, and hunting. 

447. Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x rifle scope- does include a set of expandable lens caps. 
Shows some surface scratches from use. 

448. (4) Sets of cowhide leather mountable gun racks by Torel. Two are decorated 
with a deer design. 

449. (3) Bausch & Lomb Balvar rifle scopes – Balvar and (2) Balvar 8A. One 
includes a set of expandable lens caps, other has a detached leather set, and 
each is attached with scope mounts. 

450. Box lot – Cartridge belts, custom leather and other holsters, knife sheaths, 
fisherman’s knife, binocular cases, and others. 

451. Good assortment of firearm related references, handbooks, and catalogs – 
“The Winchester Handbook”, “The Winchester Era”, “Winchester mod. 94”, 
Winchester catalog, Colt and Western handbooks, and others. 

452. Winchester WT-541 spotting scope with related accessories in a hard sided 
case including a Winchester gun cleaning kit- both appear like new and 
complete. 

453. (4) Vintage rifle scopes – Weaver K10, (2) Weaver KV, and a Sears 3x. Weaver 
K10 includes a set of leather lens caps. 

454. Box lot – Good assortment of leather rifle slings with attached swivels, leather 
holster, knife sheaths, Winchester recoil pad, gun sight cleaning kit, ratchet 
strap, and others. 

455. (7) Modern and vintage ¾” tube rifle scopes – Weaver G6, Weaver V22-A, 
Weaver G4, Weaver .22 Tip-off, Bushnell Sportview, Bushnell Sportsman, and 
an O.F. Mossberg & Sons A25. 

456. Modern and vintage Winchester collectibles – Vintage wooden Winchester 
shotshell crate, modern Winchester divided tray, vintage Winchester .32 S&W 
blank cartridge box, and a small statue. 

457. (3) Winchester portable 5pc and 2pc knife sets – (2) 5pc. cutlery and utensil 
sets including (1) axe and saw combination. Each includes their own canvas 
carrying cases and sheaths. 

458. Box lot – R.L. Wilson “Colt” and “The Peacemakers” reference books, Mauser 
reference, other firearm related manuals, dresser box full of gun locks, and 
coffee mugs. 

459. (6) Vintage sheath knives, (1) fillet knife, and empty sheaths- German Edge 
Brand Frontier knife, Schrade-Walden 147, G.C. Co, Colonial, Edge Brand 
473, and others. 

460. African carved walking stick and spear, modern sword cane, billy club, and 
another carved walking stick with a bearded figure. 

461. (3) Rifle and handgun scopes including a Bausch & Lomb Balscope 10x 
telescope- scopes include a Weaver CVH8 2.5-8x, Outreach series 4x28, and 
an unmarked handgun scope. 

462. (7) Modern swords including a Frost cutlery Mallard edition hunting knife- 
Samurai short sword, tactical short sword, replica swords, Tomahawk 
XL1346, and others. 

463. (2) Vintage bamboo trolling and fly rods – South Bend no. 469 7’ 2pc. with a 
cylinder rod case, also an EW Edwards & Sons “The Ofishal” 3pc bamboo fly 
rod with a repaired extra tip. Includes a leather rod case. 
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464. (2) Vintage fly rods – True Temper 8 ½’ 3pc. Professional fiberglass fly rod 
with a cylinder rod case and a bamboo Heddon Superlative 2pc no. 1170 7’ fly 
rid with a cylinder rod case. 

465. (2) Vintage bamboo fly and trolling rods – C. Farlow & Co. 2pc “L’ Hiro_delle” 
fly rod with a soft rod case and a Heddon #6 5’ 2pc. with a cylinder rod case. 

466. (4) Vintage fly reels – Precisionbilt Mosquito with its original case, Weber 
Henshall No.103, and (2) Weber Futurits. 

467. (2) Vintage bamboo spinning and fly rods – Milward Hexacane spincraft 3771 
2pc. with a soft case including a Montague Flash 3pc. fly rod with an extra tip 
in a soft case. 

468. (2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – South Bend Cross Dbl built model #164-9 9’ 
3pc. with an extra tip and a cylinder rod case (appears to have old adhesive 
marks on rod), including a “Pocono Special” 3pc. rod with a soft bag like case. 

469. (3) Vintage fly rods – 3pc. bamboo rod marked C. a. Bower, Forshaws of 
Liverpool 2pc Palaces bamboo fly rod, and an unmarked 8’ 2pc. 

470. (3) Modern and vintage rods - Modern 2pc. 7 ½’ fly rod marked “Judy”, 
unmarked 2pc. fly rod, and an overpainted red childs casting rod with an 
attached reel. 

471. Large grouping of empty cylinder rod cases including incomplete bamboo fly 
rod sections and broken tips. 

472. (3 Bricks) Vintage collectible Remington Kleanbore .22 long rifle ammunition -
1450 rounds in total. One brick of UMC is missing a box. 

473. (3 Bricks) Vintage collectible Western X-pert .22 long rifle standard velocity 
ammunition.  

474. Mostly full case of foreign 7.62x54R practice ammunition. 
475. Wooden ammo crate mostly full of fired 7.62x39 brass. 
476. (4) Empty military chests – US Army Signal Corps storage chest, US electrical 

storage chest, and (2) footlockers. 
477. (2) 1991 Pabst Blue Ribbon Collector’s Series and Wildlife Collection framed 

mirrors- Whitetail Deer and Common Loon. Like new condition. 
478. 1992 and 1993 Hamm’s American Bear Collection framed mirrors- Black Bear 

and Brown Bear. Like new condition. 
479. (2) Framed wildlife prints – Whitetail deer print by Carolyn Mock 2001 and an 

Hartford Stag print “Monarch of the Glen” by Sir Edwin Landseer. 
480. 1993 Hamm’s American Bear Collection Polar Bear framed mirror and an Old 

Milwaukee Wildlife Series “The Whitetail Deer” framed mirror. Like new 
condition. 

481. (24 Boxes) Vintage collectible .22 long rifle ammunition by mostly Remington 
and Peters- full or mostly full boxes. 

482. (6 Boxes) Vintage collectible Winchester and Western ammunition – (60 
rounds) .405 Winchester soft point, (37 rounds) .25-35 Winchester, and 19 
rounds) .300 Savage and .243 Win with mixed cases in a .250 Savage box. 

483. Assorted ammunition – (60 Rounds) .35 Remington 200gr. soft point and 
Evolution, (53 rounds) .270 Winchester psp, (11 rounds) .243 Winchester sp, 
and (16 rounds) .223 Remington fmc. 

484. Assortment of 12ga, 20ga, and 24ga. shotgun shells- full or mostly full boxes 
including one partial. 

485. Factory Remington model 700 BDL short action varmint synthetic rh rifle 
stock. 
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486. Large grouping of assorted .22 cal. ammunition- rounds found in .22 long 
rifle, short, Hornet, Magnum, and blanks. Full and mostly full boxes. 

487. Good assortment of modern and vintage ammunition – (20 rounds) John 
Wayne commemorative .30-30 Win, (20 rounds) mixed cased .300 Savage, (14 
rounds) 7.62 Russian, (approx. 40 rounds) .33 Winchester, and a box of .38 
Colt. 

488. Assorted shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga including a partial box of 
Federal 16ga. Full and mostly full boxes of 12ga. 

489. Assorted vintage sporting goods- leather rifle slings with attached swivels, gun 
cleaning supplies, and assorted ammunition in .30 Mauser, 12ga. slugs, 
12ga, shells in a cartridge belt, and others. 

490. Assorted ammunition and fired brass – (20 rounds) .303 British, (11 rounds) 
6.5x55, (20 rounds) 7mm Mauser, (14 rounds) .257 Roberts, assorted 7.65 
Luger, (13 rounds) .219 Zipper, (19 rounds) 8x57 JR, other factory and loaded 
ammo and brass. 

491. Various accessories – Hodgdon and Vihta Vuori smokeless powder (full or 
mostly full cans), .22 Hornet and .243 reloading dies, electronic game call, 
Ruger 10/22 trigger parts, and others. 

492. Assorted shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga, does include a box of 20ga, 
and loose shells- full or mostly full boxes, several with mixed shotgun shells 
in each box. 

493. (120+ rounds) Assorted .30-06 Springfield ammunition- several boxes with 
mixed cases. 

494. Earlier Leupold VX-II 3-9x rifle scope in a modern Leupold rifle box. 
495. (20 Rounds) Federal Premium Safari .300 Weatherby Magnum 200gr. trophy 

bonded bear claw ammunition. 
496. (2) Box lots – Assorted firearm related references and modern magazines- (6) 

fancy hardbound references, safari related magazines, vintage reference “The 
Collecting of Guns”, and others. 

497. (140 Rounds) Turkish 8mm Mauser ammunition with clips in two bandoleers 
including a mostly full box Egyptain 8mm mauser. (Approx. 190 in total) 

498. (2) Box lots of various accessories – shotgun, rifle, and pistol bore cleaners, 
large grouping of screw eye hooks, fishing hooks and supplies, shot bags, 
paper targets, and others. 

499. RCBS 6.5x284 Win. reloading die set including a bag of Nosler unprimed 
6.5x284 brass. 

500. Fired .458 Winchester Magnum brass- 100 unprimed cases in total. 
501. Mossberg model 5500 MKII 12ga. 28 inch accu-choke vent rib shotgun barrel 

in used condition. 
502. (6) Soft sided long gun case including (1) hard sided Gun Guard case in as-is 

condition. 
503. MEC 12ga. shotshell reloading press, includes a canister mostly full of lead 

shot including a mostly empty bag of shot. 
504. Archery related accessories – Vintage Bear rh compound bow that has been 

camouflaged with tape, (2) vintage fiberglass recurve bows, arrows, quivers, 
and a soft bow case.  

505. Box lot of various accessories – (3) Binoculars, Optic 20x50 with a case, 
unmarked 20x50 with a case, Selsi Luminous 7x35 with a case, small model 
2502 25x telescope, tripod, rifle sling, holsters, and others. 
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506. Vintage Wing Archery model White Wing left handed recurve bow- has been 
drilled for a sight. (69” W-3405 34#) 

507. (15 Boxes) Assorted 12ga shotgun shells in full, mostly full, and a couple 
partial boxes. Several boxes with mixed shells. 

508. (129 Rounds) Mixed .30-40 Krag soft point, psp, and silvertip ammunition. 
Does including some fired brass. 

509. (4) Vintage stag handled bowie and hunting knives with sheaths- Pakistan 
surgical steel, unmarked with a custom wood handled, Imperial Kit Carson, 
and an Imperial combination hunting and pocket knife- handle with a carved 
moose. 

510. (120 Rounds) Remington, Winchester, and Federal .30-06 Sprg. 125gr, 150gr, 
and 180gr. sp and psp ammunition. 

511. Large grouping of assorted 12ga shotgun shells and rifled slugs- mostly full 
boxes, one partial, and several loose rounds. Includes a leather cartridge 
pouch. 

512. (115 Rounds) Various .35 Remington soft point ammunition. 
513. Box lot of various accessories – M1 carbine magazine, cartridge belts, shotgun 

cleaning rods, Crosman powerlets, bore snakes, 50/50 pyrodex pellets, rifle 
sock, gun locks, and others. 

514. (5) Folding Knives – Marbles MR310 including a sheath and original box, 
Schrade Old Timer 6OTO with sheath, Gerber with sheath, NAHC with 
sheath, and a Ka-Bar 02-1071. 

515. (93 Rounds) Assorted .30-30 Winchester soft point ammunition, includes a 
S&W leather cartridge pouch. Several boxes with mixed cartridges. 

516. Shotgun ammunition in both 20ga. and .410 ga.- full, mostly full, and three 
partial boxes. Couple boxes with mixed shells. 

517. US Springfield 1913 bayonet with a cut down and sharpened blade including 
(3) sheath knives – Remington Insignia Edition with sheath, Sheriff Knife 
Solingen with sheath, and a survival knife. 

518. (151 Rounds) Assorted .35 Remington soft point and psp ammunition- couple 
boxes have mixed cartridges. 

519. (13) Vintage sheath knives, fillet knife, and folding knives- West Cut, Schrade, 
Imperial, and other assorted makers. 

520. 25lb. bag of Lawrence Brand no. 7 ½ lead shot including a Belgium 12ga. 
double barrel. 

521. Large grouping of vintage camping and folding knives- Master Barlow, Precise 
fish knife, Daddy Barlow, Craftsman, Case XX, and others. Some blades are 
broken off throughout the lot. 

522. Assorted ammunition in 7.7 Jap, .222 Remington, .22 long rifle, and mixed 
loose cartridges in .38 Colt, .38 Special, and others. 

523. (9) Collectible folding and sheath knives – Franklin Mint, NAHC H1721 
Whitetail, Rite Edge Skinner, and others. 

524. MEC model 600 Jr. 28ga. shotshell reloading press. 
525. Mostly full can of Alliant Green Dot smokeless shotshell powder. 
526. Large grouping of 28ga. spent hulls, replacement wads, and empty shell 

boxes. 
527. (5 Boxes) Federal No. 209A shotshell primers- one box is missing two, 498 in 

total. 
528. MEC model Versa-Mec 20ga. shotshell reloading press. 
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529. Large grouping of 20ga. spent hulls, power piston wads, and empty shell 
boxes. 

530. Various accessories – Framed Pointer hunting dog print, Winchester model 12 
butt stock, gun vice, unfinished wall plaques, and reference books. 

531. Assorted ammunition – Full and mostly full boxes of 28ga. shotgun shells, 
partial box of 12ga shells, .30-06 Sprg. brass including some cartridges, 
mostly full box of .38 S&W, and vintage percussion caps. 

532. Large grouping of cleaning supplies – (2) Boxes of scrap rags and patches, 
military grade gun oil and cleaner, wire sanding discs in a military ammo can, 
mink oil, water repellant, and others. 

533. Reloading accessories – Vintage Pacific and Redding powder and bullet scales, 
postage scales, magnifier head strap, many charge bars, MEC canisters, 
Lyman ingot mold, and others. 

534. Wildlife patches, air rifle pellets, bb’s and a display case of ephemera – PA 
Game Commission patches, NRA patches, Remington and Winchester 
patches, NRA belt buckle, and firearm and Leupold related ephemera. 

535. Shotshell reloading accessories – 25lbs. Lawrence Brand no.6 lead shot, can 
mostly full of no.4 lead shot, mostly empty canister of Green Dot smokeless 
powder, fired 12ga. hulls, and vintage Alcan 12ga. and 20ga. wads. 

536. (3) Soft sided long gun cases. 
537. Western model W49 bowie knife with a brass hand guard and wooden handle. 

Knife is 15” in length, has a sheath, and includes a wall display rack. 
538. (40 Rounds) 7mm Remington Magnum ammunition in mostly 150gr. and 

175gr. pointed soft point ammunition. 
539. (3) Sheath Knives – USMC Camillus NY fighting knife and sheath, Western 

model W66 hunting knife and sheath, and a hoof handled Matador knife and 
sheath. 

540. (94 Rounds) Remington, Winchester, and Federal .30-06 Sprg. 180gr. sp and 
psp ammunition. 

541. (20 Rounds) Winchester .270 Win. 150gr. power-point, (50 rounds) PMC .38 
Special 132gr. fmj, and an Allen soft sided long gun case. 

542. (2 Cases) Winchester AA orange dome clay targets- 90 count, and a vintage 
Trius trap thrower. 

543. Large Cabela’s tackle bag filled with a good assortment of fishing related 
tackle- many plastic tackle trays full of lures, jig heads, plastic bait, bobbers, 
hooks, spools of line, anchor tow rope, and many others. 

544. (12) Double and single spring conibear body grip traps, (2) small leg traps, 
grouping of screw in tree steps, and a packet of hand warmers. 

545. Ammunition in .44 Rem. Mag, .40 S&W, and 9mm Luger – (50 Rounds) .44 
Rem Mag 240gr. jhp, (89 rounds) mixed .40 S&W jhp, and (90 rounds)) mixed 
9mm Luger fmj and home defense rounds. 

546. Fishing related accessories – (3) spinning rods with two attached reels, Plano 
tackle box partially full of plastic bait and supplies, fluorescent lite, and a 
Fish-N-Lite fish attractant. 

547. Ammunition in .22 long rifle, .22 WMR, and .223 Rem- (475 rounds) .22 lr, 
(50 rounds) .22 WMR, and (100 rounds) Wolf .223 Rem. 55gr. fmj. 

548. (2) Ameristep Hunting Blinds – Hub style ground blind and a  multi-season 
doghouse pack-in blind. Each includes their soft carrying cases. 

549. Pinty 3-9x40mm rifle scope with its original box and a Tasco model 18E 20-
60x spotting scope with a tripod. 
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550. Assorted ammunition in .30-06 Sprg, .30-30 Win, .35 Rem, .243 Win, 12ga. 
slugs, and .410ga. shells. (20 rounds) mixed .30-06, (39 rounds) mixed .30-
30, (20 rounds) mixed .35, (40 rounds) .243, and full boxes of shells. 

551. Various sporting goods – Daisy and Bushnell scopes, Compact Bushnell 
Trophy 8x25 binoculars, scope rings, HS rattling bag, military ammo cans, 
arrows, 12ga. power piston wads, leather shoulder holster, and others. 

552. Muzzle loading related accessories – Hornady .54 sabot with .44, TC cheap 
shot sabots .50 cal. 240gr, TC shock wave .50 cal. 200gr. wads, .50 cal. lead 
balls, and others. 

553. Box lot – ammunition, fired brass, spent 28ga. hulls, and a partial box of 
7.62x51 machine gun links. 6.5 TCU cartridges and brass, two boxes of 16ga. 
slugs, .270 Win. brass, .243 Win. cartridges and brass, and others. 

554. Chinese Shanghai model 62 break barrel .177 cal. air rifle. 
555. Grouping of arrow points, fragmented points, and relics in as found condition. 
556. Vintage collectible primers by Winchester, Remington, Peters, and Canadian 

Industries- full, mostly full, and partial boxes. 
557. Grouping of vintage collectible powder tins and decals- several with their 

original paper label but most tins have scattered rust. Tins are partially full or 
empty with powder. 

558. Tray of 9mm Luger fired brass- 1800 casings. 
559. Tray of .45 Auto fired brass- 1920 casings. 
560. Tray of 9mm Luger fired brass- 1800 casings. 
561. Tray of bullet lead ingots- 35+ lbs in total. 
562. Tray of assorted fired brass in .30-06, .38 Special, and .223 or 5.56. (144 

casings) .30-06, (300+ casings) .38, and (300 casings) .223. 
563. (5) Memorial service flags folded in individual commemorative flag cases- early 

to later model flags. 
564. WWII German Allgemeine SS EM coffee can style cap- all original with an 

interior tag “Vom Reichsfuhrer SS befohlene Ausfuhrung RZM”. 
565. (2) Boxes of war related references – Encyclopedias of WWII, MHQ: The 

Quarterly Journal of Military History, Life The Power of Glory, WWII Pictorial 
History, and WWII Pacific. 

566. Morse Instrument Co. B-5 portable film developer with its original case, WWII 
era parachute harness with cords, and (4) military industrial metal legs. 

567. (2) Displays of WWI-WWII German military memorabilia – shoulder boards, 
currency, patches, metal frame to a WWII dagger, dog tag, hand guard, 
compass, and others. 

568. (2) Boxes of mostly war related references and novels – Illustrated history of 
the Gustapo, Encyclopedia of War Movies, Gen. Patton’s Principles, many on 
WWII, Swords and Hilt Weapons, History of the Medal of Honor, and others. 

569. WWI footlocker of E.C. Custis 1st Lt. Q.M.C 1917-1918. Contains uniform 
related gear, spurs, cavalry leg gaiters, saddle soap tin, binoculars, and 
apparel. 

570. Swiss M18 Army combat helmet with the inner liner intact including a pair of 
Bfg Vibram size 9 combat boots and a trench shovel- unmarked. 

571. (3) Displays of mostly WWII US Army military related patches, badges, and 
medals, and reprinted photographs. 

572. (2) Boxes of military related references, VHS tapes, and firearm catalogs – 
Weapons of the Third Reich, WWII Axis forces, VHS tapes on WWII, and many 
others.  
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573. Military foot locker for Gerald E. Moyer USMC, smaller foot locker for an E.F. 
Mahony, leather suitcase, and a lift lid display case- all empty. 

574. Military instruments, inert grenades, gear, and cartridges – Maxwell Smith 
drift sigh pelorus optical head, G2072 attachable flash hider, 50 cal. 
cartridges, brass bell, and a dried out gas mask. 

575. (2) Displays of war related collectibles – German coinage and rounds, clad 
reproduction gold and silver German bars, propaganda booklet, Nazi marked 
ash tray, soldier photograph, patch, pins, and others. 

576. (2) Framed portraits if German Kaiser Wilhelm (1859-1941) and the Son of 
German Kaiser Wilhelm. Last German Emperor and King of Prussia whose 
policies helped bring about WWI. (Each print shows water damage) 

577. WWII German military memorabilia – Wehrmacht Assistant Medic arm band, 
blanket Nazi stamped MWA 1943, and three booklets- one on “The 
Parabellum”. 

578. (8) Framed German war related portraits, magazine clippings, and reprinted 
photographs. Several frames have coinage and patches super glued attached. 

579. (2) Box lots – War related souvenirs, war time home goods, Nazi marked water 
tap or shutoff valve, US Army dinnerware, modern Army t-shirt, plate racks, 
and others. 

580. (2) Box lots – War related references, pictorial histories, and books on gun 
values. “US Official Pictures of the World War”, “D-Day”, “Marine Corps 
Recruit Depot”, “War on Korea and History of WWII”, and others. 

581. Early US marked socket bayonet, (2) US 30 round Thompson stick magazines 
for a .45, and loose Garand clips. (one stick magazine has a broken spring) 

582. Framed collage of veteran photographs, Wild Bill autographed cap, military 
related clippings and articles. Also two framed reprinted war bond and 
recruiting posters. 

583. 1936 German Olympia cigarette card album (mostly full), WWII German wool 
garrison cap, and (2) German books. 

584. (10 Boxes) Federal Vital-Shok .30-06 Sprg. 150gr. Sierra Gameking btsp 
ammunition – (200 rounds total) 

585. AK-47 bayonet and scabbard including (3) WWII era leather holsters. 
586. (10) Hotchkiss style 32 round 9mm universal stick magazines. 
587. (Approx. 200) Musket rifle flints. 
588. (10 Boxes) Federal 12ga. no.8 dove & small game 2 ¾” shotgun shells. 
589. (10) Cetme 20 round .308 steel rifle magazines. 
590. (3) Tray lots – Grouping of 97 lead sinkers including an assortment of golf 

balls. 
591. Vintage Benjamin model 300 Super Single Shot .177 cal. air rifle. 
592. Modern and vintage ammunition – Mostly full box of vintage Winchester .32 

S&W, partial box of mixed cartridges in a UMC box, mostly full box of 20ga, 
and a full box of Federal .410ga. game loads. 

593. (2) Vintage compound bows including (2) tree stands – Jennings model 
Lightning right handed and an Indian over painted right handed 45# 30” 
draw. 

594. (2 Boxes) Gun Digests, Shooters Bible’s, and other firearm related references. 
Mostly from the 1970’s-1990’s, couple from 1958-60. 

595. (6) Empty metal military ammo cans- several show rust, been over painted, 
and one is dented. 
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596. Military ammo can containing approx. (575 rounds) of 7.63 Mauser fmj 
ammunition by S&B, PPU, and Portuguese.  

597. Wooden military ammo crate containing (1400) fired .30-30 Winchester brass. 
598. Unopened (300 round) spam can of 7.62x54R brass cased ammunition. 
599. Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) Egyptian 8x57 ammunition. 
600. Large grouping of .277 cal. reloading bullets – (600) 150gr. sp and (280) 

130gr. btsp. 
601. (235 Rounds) Loose .357 Magnum 158gr. jhp ammunition. 
602. Military ammo can containing (300+ rounds) boxed 7.65x53 Argentine fmj 

ammunition. 
603. Large grouping of .270 cal. (.277) reloading bullets in mixed weights- (1200+) 
604. Wooden military ammo crate containing (450 rounds) loose .357 Magnum 

158gr. jhp ammunition. 
605. Large grouping of mixed .270 cal. (.277) reloading bullets in mostly full boxes 

including a bag of mixed 6mm (.243). 
606. Military ammo can containing (180 rounds) boxed Portuguese 8x57 fmj 

ammunition. 
607. Unopened (300 round) spam can of 7.62x54R heavy ball ammunition. 
608. Wooden military ammo crate containing assorted cartridges and reloading 

bullets in .458 350gr, .458 405gr, .45 cal, 6mm, 9mm Luger cartridges, and 
others. 

609. (173 Rounds) Loose .303 British 125gr, 175gr, and 180gr soft point and fmj 
ammunition. 

610. Large grouping of boxed and loose 7mm (.284) reloading bullets- includes a 
bag of 300 150gr. sp, mostly full, and partial boxes. 

611. Military ammo can containing (240 rounds) boxed and loose Chilean 7x57 
1971 non corrosive ammunition. 

612. Wooden military ammo crate containing widely assorted loose cartridges, 
12ga shells, Western no. 8 ½ primers, .38 special ammunition, and others. 

613. Lyman model Borecam digital borescope – new in the box. 
614. Alliant 2400 Magnum handgun powder- approx. 4 ¾ lbs. 
615. (3) Bipods – UTG Recon Flex 8”-12” new in the box, Caldwell 6”-9”pivoting, 

and a Harris 6”-9”. 
616. (25 Boxes) Russian 7.62x39mm hunting/rifle ammunition. (500 rounds total) 
617. (4) AK-47 30 round magazines including SKS owners and instructions 

manuals, and an AK47 rifle booklet. 
618. (25 Boxes) Russian 7.62x39mm hunting/rifle ammunition. (500 rounds total) 
619. (4 Bricks) Vintage Western Super-Match and X-pert .22 long rifle 

ammunition- (2000 rounds total) 
620. (5 Boxes) Vintage collectible Winchester, Remington, and Savage ammunition 

in .30 Government, .303 Savage, and .30-30 Winchester. (.30-30 rounds look 
corroded) 

621. (2 Boxes) Winchester Theodore Roosevelt and John Wayne commemorative 
ammunition in .405 Win. 300gr. FP and .30-30 Win. 150gr. PP. 

622. Box lot – Early reference books on hunting, water fowling, and firearms. 
623. (120 rounds) .220 Swift 48gr. soft point ammunition including several boxes 

of brass. 
624. Vintage collectible Western and Winchester .22 long rifle ammunition- approx. 

1150 rounds of .22 long rifle and 100 rounds of short. Includes an empty 
vintage Winchester gun oil tin. 
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625. Assorted ammunition in both 6.5mm Rem. Mag, .250 Savage or .250-3000 
Savage. (80 rounds) 6.5mm, (40 rounds) marked .250 Savage, and (20 
rounds) marked .250-3000 Savage. 

626. Winchester .22 lr magazine for models 52, 56, 57, 69, and 75, Gerber 97223 
folding knife, and vintage rifle scopes- Weaver B4, Weaver KV, Weaver K1.5-1, 
Lyman All-Weather, and others. 

627. Assorted ammunition in mostly .218 Bee, .25-20 Winchester, and .219 
Zipper. (150 rounds) .218 Bee, (50 rounds) .25-20 Win, and (19 rounds) .219 
Zipper. 

628. (5 Bricks) Modern Winchester, Remington, and Federal .22 long rifle 
ammunition. (2475 rounds in total) 

629. Carved Canvasback and Blue Bill duck decoys – Canvasback is signed and 
dated 2001 including a Blue Bill stamped L. Lynch with a lead decoy weight. 

630. (3) Stealth Cam trail cameras – Ghost 20 infrared trail camera in its box, 
Ghost 24 infrared trail camera kit in its box, and a model STC-QS14BNSH 
V2. (Packages have been opened) 

631. (3) Shotgun barrels and (1) rifle barrel that are in as-is condition including a 
box of empty 12ga. shell boxes. Winchester mod. 37 12ga, OF Mossberg & 
Sons model 500 12ga, Italian M2071 12ga, and a Remington model 572 in .22 
lr. All have scattered rust and the Italian 12ga. is bent. 

632. Grouping of (4) Muddy trail cameras – 3 pack of Muddy Scout Cam 14 
infrared trail cameras including a Pro Cam 20 trail camera bundle. All in their 
original packaging but have been opened. 

633. Mixed grouping of reloading bullets and ammunition – (4) Mostly full and (1) 
partial Sierra .30 cal. and 8mm bullets, .22 long and short mostly full boxes, 
(100 rounds) .32 Auto fmj, and .45 lead bullets. 

634. (11 Boxes) Remington 12ga. shotgun shells in full boxes. 
635. Gun Guard hard sided long gun case, (2) leather long gun cases, and a 6 gal. 

gas can. 
636. (192 Rounds) Assorted .30-06 Springfield ammunition with mixed cartridges 

in Remington and Winchester ammo boxes. 
637. (2) Daisy air rifles including a box lot of hunting apparel, cartridge belts, 

cleaning supplies, game calls, and other hunting related accessories – Daisy 
model 1938B Red Ryder and a Daisy Powerline 990 dual power (has a broken 
cocking trigger). 

638. Assortment of mostly 12ga. 3 ½” shotgun shells, includes a partial box of 
vintage Winchester 12ga. Super Speed. 

639. Tasco 20-60x60mm spotting scope and tripod, (2) Tasco 8x21 and 12x25 
binoculars, and a vintage JC Penney 10x50 binoculars. 

640. Remington model 760 .35 Rem. rifle magazine, choke tubes and wrenches, 
including (12 rounds) .38 Special +P, (39 rounds) .308 Win, and several loose 
rounds of .22 lr. 

641. Modern and vintage cutlery- many butchering knives, Simmons Ol’ Ern fillet 
knife, Pine Ridge skinning knife, Husky utility knife, Winchester hunting 
knife, and others. 

642. Camping and hunting related accessories including a 1964 trench shovel. Lot 
includes an electronic game caller, two way radios, propane lantern, folding 
knife, and others. 
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643. Large grouping of firearm related reference books including a tray lot of 
collector folding knives. Many Vintage Stoeger, Shooter’s Bibles, and Gun 
Digests 1960’s-1990’s. 

644. (6) Empty metal military ammo cans. 
645. Large grouping of fired brass in 9mm Luger, .38 Super Auto, .40 S&W, .45 

ACP, .32 S&W, and others. 
646. (2) Hang on tree stand, vintage climbing stand parts, and three simple crafted 

crossbows. 
647. (2 Bricks) Vintage Remington Kleanbore .22 long rifle ammunition – 1000 

rounds total. 
648. (2) Vintage compound bows including a grouping of longbows– PSE Elite 

Series Fire Flite rh compound bow with related accessories in a hard bow case 
(Needs new bowstring). Hoyt Spectra Lite Hunter rh compound bow. 

649. Assortment of primers and .22 long rifle ammunition – Remington 9 ½ 
magnum rifle primers, No. 57 shotshell primers, and CCI pistol and rifle 
primers. 

650. Large grouping of widely assorted fired brass in .300 Win. Mag, .35 Rem, .338 
Win. Mag, .30-30 Win, .303 Brit, .32 Win. Spl, .222 Rem, and others. 

651. Grouping of (6) vintage recurve longbows – Ben Pearson Super Jet no. 335, 
Actionbow 57#, Shakespeare model B-3 Sharpshooter, and unmarked wooden 
bows which are cracked near the grip. 

652. Assorted ammunition – (38 rounds) mixed .30-06 Springfield powerpoint, sp, 
and silvertip, (5 Boxes) Remington Slugger 12ga, full and partial boxes of 
12ga. and 16ga. shells. 

653. Redfield widefield 3-9x40 plex rifle scope in its original box. 
654. Various accessories – Gun Guard hard sided long gun and hand gun cases, 

hanging gun rack, bundle of cleaning rods, and a Gander shooter’s stick. 
655. Large grouping of Primos user turkey decoys, Red Head dove decoys, carved 

and molded decorative decoys, hunting blind and folding stool, including a 
tree stand umbrella. 

656. Archery related accessories – Vintage Wing Archery model Gull rh 64” 50# 
recurve bow, box of hunting arrows, quivers, bow string, and tree steps. 

657. Box lot of hunting related accessories – hangout tree seat and cushion, cooler, 
hunting apparel, leather holsters, cartridge belt, paper targets, headphones, 
Ruger gun locks, and others. 

658. Carolina Ordinance 37mm multipurpose launcher including (3) flare pistols- 
Modern Olin 12ga signal flare pistol , Modern Olin 25mm signal flare pistol, 
and a vintage USN flare pistol in as-is condition. 

659. (Full Case) Unopened Chinese 7.62x54R wooden ammo case- 880 rounds in 
total. 

660. (168 Rounds) .30-06 M2 ball ammunition with Garand clips in three military 
bandoleers. 

661. Large grouping of fired brass- (248) cleaned .30-06, (97) .30-06, (500) .40 
S&W, (300) .38 Spec, (145) .30 Carbine. 

662. Al Freeland shooter’s case, (4) sheath knives, and fishing related accessories- 
Spearfisherman spear gun, vintage galvanized tackle box partially full, fly reel, 
and an assortment of lead sinkers. 

663. (3) M1 Carbine 15 round magazines including a grouping of loose ammunition 
– (15 rounds) .243 Win, (24 rounds) .30-30 Win, (40 rounds) 6.5 Carcano, and 
(100 rounds) .30 Carbine. 
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664. Large grouping of plastic Flambeau, Carry-Lite, and other user Mallard, 
Blackduck, and Goose decoys. 

665. German Zeiss 8x30 binoculars, Bushnell range finder, and a Tasco Cyclop-P2 
night vision monocular. 

666. Assorted ammunition and fired brass – (100+ rounds) 7.62x39, (12 rounds) 
.30-30 Win, (48 rounds) .243 Win, (12 rounds)7.62x53, and .30-06 brass. 

667. (2) Vintage recurve bows including (2) air rifles – Wing Archery model Falcon 
rh drilled for a sight, other rh recurve bow has been camo taped over, 
Cummins pellet rifle, and a Crosman 760 Pumpmaster .177 air rifle with an 
attached Simmons scope. 

668. Shotgun ammunition – Mostly full boxes of 12ga. and 16ga. shells, full and 
partial boxes of vintage Winchester .410ga, and many boxes full of 12ga. 
sabot slugs. 

669. (2) Trays – Bushnell Trophy trail camera’s, Garmen GPS, Cobra walkie-
talkies, leather holsters, cartridge belts, canteen, hand warmers, and others. 

670. Large grouping of smokeless powder- Mostly full and a couple partial tins of 
Dupont IMR 4064, 3031, 4227, 4350, Winchester 748, 760, and 785 ball 
powder, Hurcules and Hodgdon rifle powder. 

671. Mostly gun cleaning related supplies – Lead and Cop Out gallons, Birchwood 
Casey gun scrubber, gun stripper, and sand filled lead shot bags. (One box of 
lead out looks like it leaked) 

672. Military ammo can mostly full of loose Chilean 7x57 Mauser fmj ammunition. 
673. Redfield 3200 16x target rifle scope with attached threaded lens caps. 
674. Large grouping of assorted ammunition in 7.5x55 fmj, .243 Win, 8mm, .270 

Win, .30-06, 7mm Mauser, several primed cases, and others. (Cardboard 
boxes are empty) 

675. Cased and loose reloading die sets in .30-06, .308 Win, .300 H&H, .257 
Weatherby, .30-30, .25 Rem, .264 Win, .22 Hornet, and .243 Win. 

676. (7) Vintage rifle scopes – Bushnell Sportsman 4-12x40, Tasco 3-9x40, Weaver 
Challenger, Weaver Marksman, Weaver K4, Weaver K10 60-C, Weaver K4 60-
B. 

677. AR-15 30 round magazine, .30-06 fired brass, Krag bandoleer mostly filled 
with .30-40 Krag, and loose .44 Rem. Mag lead ammunition. 

678. Divided display case of loose cartridges, blanks, and brass- .32 Auto, .38 
Long, .32 WCF, .38 Short, .38-40, .38 CFW, .38 S&W Blanks, .30 Luger, 8mm 
Styer, .44 WCF, .44BD, and others. 

679. Vintage wooden Winchester shot shell ammo box containing loose shells, 
collectible Wards Red Head shell box, and others. 

680. Large grouping of widely assorted brass, cast lead bullets, and lead round 
balls- .348 Win brass, .303 Sav. brass, .40 S&W brass, and many others. 

681. Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x40 gloss rifle scope. 
682. Mostly full container of Alliant Green Dot smokeless shotshell powder 

including a large box of fired 20ga. hulls. 
683. Various accessories – Firearm related reference books, clay targets, finished 

and unfinished stock parts, gun cleaning supplies, zippers, and leather 
scraps. 

684. CCI No. 209 shotshell primers (500 total), Weaver Accu-Point optical sights, 
Weaver detachable 1” side mount, and (2 boxes) 20ga. shotgun shells. 

685. MEC 20ga. shotshell reloading press, 20ga. replacement wads, and broken 
down shotshell boxes. 
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686. (3) Rifle scopes including a Tasco mount- Tasco model 702W 6-18x40 scope 
with its original box, Bushnell 3-7x Custom .22 scope, and a Marlin 2-5x20 
scope. 

687. Various accessories – gun checkering tools, (3) vintage binoculars, leather 
takedown gun case, and an iron small rifle target. 

688. Leather western style embossed gun case, several leather long gun cases, US 
extreme cold sleeping bag, duffle bag, and a Crosman 760 air rifle. 

689. (250 Rounds) Blazer .40 S&W 180gr. TMJ CF ammunition. 
690. Various accessories – Deer me tree steps, single and double long spring leg 

traps, coil trap, (4) partial gun cleaning kits, rain poncho, and apparel. 
691. (2) Tray lots – Clearview 4x28 mini sporting scope, AK-47 bayonet, folding 

knives, tactical butt stock, holster, speed loader pouches, belts, scope rails, 
SKS manual, belts, locks, and others. 

692. (3) Vintage wooden recurve longbows- couple are cracked through the grips. 
693. (3 Boxes) Winchester commemorative ammunition – Oliver Winchester .38-55 

Win 255gr. sp, Legendary Frontiersman .38-55 Win. 255gr. sp, and a John 
Wayne .32-40 Win. 165gr. sp. 

694. (8) Vintage single cavity bullet molds - .45-60, .44 WCF, .38-55, .32 WCF, .40-
82, .38 WCF, .32 WCF, and .32-165. 

695. (6 Boxes) Vintage Winchester and UMC collectible ammunition in their 
original boxes. Cartridges in .40-60 Win, .33 Win, .45-60 Win, .38-55 Win, 
.40-82 Win, and 7mm Mauser. (5) Full boxes, (1) 7mm with 16 rounds. 

696. Good assortment of various collectibles – 1866 Winchester rifle parts, firearm 
related booklets, price guides, and ephemera, swivels, and pivot mounts. 

697. Assorted ammunition and fired brass – (53 rounds) .30-30 Win, (7 rounds) 
.270 Win, (16 rounds) .35 Rem, and (54 rounds) .32 Win. Spl. 

698. (6 Boxes) Vintage Winchester and US Cartridge collectible ammunition in 
their original boxes - .38 Win Shot, .44 Win, .38 Win, (2) .32 Win, and .22 
Win. cf. All full boxes. 

699. Western style Arizona Rangers badge, (2) Hunter holsters with a cartridge 
belt, soft handgun cases, gun sleeves, and a waist pouch. 

700. Assorted ammunition and some fired brass – (50 rounds) .44-40 Win. 200gr. 
sp, (50 rounds) .38-40 Win. 180gr. sp, (20 rounds) .32-40 Win. 165gr. sp, (20 
rounds) .45-90, (8 rounds) .38-55, and a mostly full box of .32-20. 

701. (9) Sig Sauer pistol magazines mostly 15 rounds (2) marked 9mm for the 
P226. 

702. Assorted ammunition including empty collectible Winchester and UMC 
cartridge boxes and Hercules blasting caps tin. Full and partial boxes of 10ga. 
and 12ga. shells, (50 rounds) .45 Colt lead, and (85 rounds) .38 Special lead. 

703. Vintage combination reloading tools, one by Winchester for a .38 WCF, others 
in .45-75, and .44 WCF. Lot includes a vintage Heller Bros farriers horse shoe 
chisel tool and cleaning rods. 

704. Widely assorted modern and vintage collectible cartridges and shotgun shells. 
705. Early United States Cartridge Co. cartridge chart by A. Baldwin & Co. 

Excellent condition. (21 ½” x 35”) 
706. (3) Model 98 Mauser rifle barrels – 18 ½”, 23 ½”, and 28 ½” in length to 

threads. 
707. Large grouping of US Army dress blue uniforms with pants, shoes, heels, 

women’s service hat, combat boots, and matching apparel. 
708. (2) Model 98 Mauser rifle barrels – 22 ½” in length to threads. 
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709. Various accessories – Armi Jager AP74 .22 lr magazine, Marlin model 56 .22 
lr magazine, fired brass, cartridges, military badges, pins, holster, empty shot 
bag, cleaning rod pouch and parts, and magazine well safety devices. 

710. (3) Model 98 Mauser rifle barrels- one has been cut above the threads other 
from the muzzle. 

711. Wooden cartridge box partially filled with widely assorted gun parts, stock 
parts, antique double barrel shotgun receiver, scope mounts, and gun locks. 

712. (5) Various rifle and shotgun barrels- 20ga. double barrel 28” in length 
unmarked, one has been cut down, all unmarked and in as-is condition. 

713. Hard sided Gun Guard handgun case, (2) soft long gun cases, and many gun 
sleeves. 

714. Assorted ammunition and fired brass in .25-35 Win, .32 S&W long, .32 S&W 
blanks, .38 Special, 5mm rf mag, .219 Zipper, and others. 

715. (5) Remington model 760 rifle magazines in (2) .270 Win, 6mm Rem, and (2) 
.30-06. 

716. Good assembled group of (7) rifle stocks – Ruger 10/22, Ruger Mini-14, 
Remington 581, synthetic Mauser, and others. 

717. Reloading and gun cleaning related accessories – partial can of Hodgdon clays 
smokeless powder, mostly full boxes of Remington No. 5 ½ small pistol and 
CCI No. 300 large pistol primers, 12ga. and 16ga. wads, cleaning rods, 
patches, and others. 

718. Large grouping of assorted 12ga. shotgun shells including a tin of various 
gauges- full or mostly full boxes. Does include two boxes of target tracer 
loads. 

719. (7) M1 Carbine rifle magazines – (5) 15 rounders and (2) 30 rounders. 
720. (3) Remington Dale Earnhardt Jr, Zippo PA Fish & Boat, and Schrade Grand 

Dad’s Old Timer II collector knives with their original boxes. 
721. (6) Starter’s pistols, Powerline and Marksman air pistols, and an assortment 

of bb’s and pellets – Starter’s pistols by Mondail Valor, Precise Vanguard, 
Mondail Pic, RTS, and others. (Couple starters pistols are missing clips) 

722. Large grouping of widely assorted sporting goods – powder horns, muzzle 
loading accessories, gun cleaning supplies, cap pistol, rubber band gun, two 
way radios, compass, bipod, gun locks, and others. 

723. Assorted ammunition in .30-06 Springfield, .22 Win. Mag, .22 long rifle, .22 
short, and .22 short blanks. (.30-06 have mixed cartridges in each box) 

724. (4) Savage model 99 and (3) aftermarket detachable Remington 700 
magazines- Remington 700’s (2) .264 Mag and 7mm EXP. Savages for .308, 
.243, and .250-3000. 

725. (16) Various choke tubes- Mossberg Accu-Mag, Briley Rem Super Turkey, HS 
Strut Undertaker, Remington Super Full trap, and others. 

726. Various accessories – Insulated rubber hip waders, military apparel and 
cartridge belts, empty military ammo cans, leather holsters, and others. 

727. (2) Air rifles – Benjamin model 347 .177 cal air rifle and a Daisy model 25 
1886-1986 air rifle. 

728. Good assortment of modern and vintage folding knives- 30+ in total. Brass 
York Dutch Barlow, Case, Frost Cutlery, Rough Ryder, several advertising 
knives, and others. 

729. Box of various accessories – binoculars, Simmons 4x32 rifle scope, Moultrie 
trail camera, trophy plaque, Hoppe’s solvent, Easton crossbow arrows, 
dagger, powerbelt bullets, and others. 
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730. Large grouping of assorted shotgun shells in mostly 20ga. and .410ga. Full, 
mostly full, and about 3 partial boxes in total. 

731. (9) Rifle and pistol magazines – Promag mini 30 mags, AK47 mag, Sako .222 
rifle magazine, Beretta 9mm, and others. 

732. Large grouping of assorted folding knives – 30+ in total. Red Ryder, Rough 
Ryder, Ridge Rugger, Frost Cutlery, advertising knives, and others. 

733. (2) Training rifles – Parris-Dunn USN Mark 1 and a Kadet Trainer Rifle 
Savannah, Tennessee. 

734. Assorted game calls – Herter’s No. 293 duck call, Olt B-10 Squirrel, Olt Goose, 
ML Lynch box turkey call, Lohman no. 103 duck call, and others. 

735. Large grouping of widely assorted loose cartridges- .30-06 AP, .222 Rem, .44-
40 Win, .460 Weatherby Mag, .600 NE, .500 NE, .577-500, .25-35, .32-40, 
and other individual rounds including mostly full boxes of .38 reloading 
bullets. 

736. Sheath and folding knives including an SKS spike bayonet- brass handled 
sawback United UC-219 survival knife, two unmarked sheath knives, (2) 
Remington R12 folding knives, and others. 

737. Grouping of stock parts – (6) butt stocks, (1) forearm, S&W revolver grip, and 
a pistol grip. 

738. Antique Winchester Kwiksale specialty display case- original condition, nice 
Winchester gold decals, showing some paint wear. (49”h x 16”d x 18 ½”w) 

739. (3) Vintage collectible bricks of Western X-pert .22 long rifle ammunition – 
1500 rounds total. 

740. (2) Vintage wooden Winchester small arms shotgun cartridge crates. 
741. (3) Vintage collectible bricks of Western Super-X .22 long and short 

ammunition- 1000 rounds of .22 long and 500 rounds of .22 short. 
742. (2) Large vintage wooden Winchester shotgun and shotshell crates – 

Winchester Repeating Shotguns 12ga. 20” crate measuring 44” long x 11 ½” 
high x 12” wide. Winchester shell crate measures 44 ½” long x 15 ½” high x 
18” wide. 

743. (3) Iron double long spring wolf size leg traps with teeth- Animal Trap Co. 
Oneida Newhouse no. 114 wolf trap, Oneida Newhouse no. 14 wolf trap, and 
an Oneida Newhouse no. 48 wolf trap. 

744. (3) Vintage collectible bricks of Western X-pert .22 long rifle ammunition – 
1500 rounds total. 

745. Vintage wooden Remington and Winchester shotshell ammunition crates. 
746. Good assortment of (10) antique collectible blasting cap and rifle powder tins 

by Dupont, Hercules, Illinois, and others. 
747. (8) Bigelow Trap Co. round body traps- one measuring 12” in diameter, others 

ranging from 7”-6”. 
748. (3) Vintage collectible bricks of Remington Kleanbore .22 long rifle standard 

velocity ammunition – 1500 rounds total. 
749. Vintage wooden Winchester model 1890 sporting rifle crate for 10. Measuring 

44” long x 10” wide x 10” high. 
750. (3) Vintage collectible bricks of Western Super-Match .22 long rifle pistol 

match Mark III and Mark IV ammunition. 
751. 1862 NJ US Cavalry saber and scabbard by Ames Manufacturing Co. 

Massachusetts- saber measures 41 inches from the tip of blade to the 
pommel. The hilt of the sword is brass, missing the leather and wire wrapping 
around the grip, showing the underlying flutted wood. 
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752. Vintage Columbia Records “The Union 1861-1865” record album book 
including a vintage 16”x24” NYLON 13 star anchored stars and stripes flag. 
(as-is condition) 

753. Vintage and modern sheath knives, USN flashlight, vintage reloading hand 
tools, and a Daisy no. 71 water pistol. 

754. Assorted ammunition – (130+ rounds) .32 Auto, (15 rounds) .303 British, (40 
rounds) .223 Rem, (60+ rounds) .32 S&W, and a partial box of .410ga. 

755. (4) Reproduction swords – Toledo “Pizarro” long sword, Eagle pommel sword 
with an embossed “N” marked 1915, German military style dagger marked 
stainless China, and a saber marked India. 

756. Box lot – War and military related references, histories, and magazines. “The 
Civil War” illustrated history, Life Magazines, McArthur print, and others. 

757. (200 Round Case) Remington Core-Lokt .35 Rem. 200gr. soft point 
ammunition. 

758. G5 Outdoor 100gr. Tekan and Striker broadheads and replacement blades- 
new in their packages.  

759. Sig Sauer P320 9mm Compact X-Change Kit- new in its case. Kit includes a 
polymer grip module, complete Nitron finish slide/barrel assembly, Siglite 
night sights, magazine, owners manual, and carry case. 

760. (9 Boxes) S&B .303 British 180gr. fmj ammunition- 180 rounds total. 
761. (4) Daniel Defense rail mounted fixed front sights including (1) fixed rear sight 

assy w/DD engraving. All in their original boxes. 
762. (6 Boxes) Remington Core-Lokt .300 Win. Mag. 180gr. pointed soft point 

ammunition- 120 rounds in total. 
763. Sig Sauer P320 .40S&W Compact X-Change Kit- new in its case. Kit includes 

a polymer grip module, complete Nitron finish slide/barrel assembly, Siglite 
night sights, magazine, owners manual, and carry case. 

764. (4) Tactical bipods including (2) AR15/M16 handguard removal tools- all new 
in their packaging. Caldwell AR Prone bidod, (2) Pro Mag lightweights bipods, 
and a Champion MSR bipod. 

765. Large grouping of Hi-Viz, Tru-Glo, and Dead Ringer shotgun sights- all new in 
their packaging. 

766. (200 Round Case) Remington Express 6.8mm Rem. SPC 115GR. SPC, MC and 
OTM ammunition. 

767. (9) Fab Defense MWG mag-well grip & funnel for an AR15/M16/M4. 
Compatible with Mil-Spec lower receivers. All new in their packaging. 

768. (1000 Round Case) Speer Gold Dot .40 S&W 165gr. GDHP ammunition. 
769. (5) Crosman model 760 Pumpmaster .177 cal. pump bb air rifle- one rifle has 

a broken handguard. 
770. (9 Boxes) S&B .303 British 180gr. fmj ammunition- 180 rounds in total. 
771. Sig Sauer P320 9mm Full-Size X-Change Kit- new in its case. Kit includes a 

polymer grip module, complete Nitron finish slide/barrel assembly, Siglite 
night sights, magazine, owners manual, and a carry case. 

772. (3) Rifle scopes – Vism 1.1-4x24 mil-dot compact scope, Osprey International 
4x32 compact scope, and a Weaver KV scope. 

773. (5 Boxes) Remington Core-Lokt .270 Win. 130gr. pointed soft point 
ammunition- 100 rounds in total. 

774. Tapco Intrafuse Mini-14 or Mini-30 tactical stock system, ATI tactical shotgun 
stock with pistol grip and buttpad, including a Mossberg Lock box. All in their 
original packaging. 
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775. Jonathan Arthur Ciener Inc. .22 cal. conversion for the hi-power 9mm & 
.40cal. automatic pistol. Includes a .22 long rifle slide, barrel, return spring, 
recoil buffer, 10 round magazine, and a plastic case. 

776. (5 Boxes) Remington Core-Lokt .300 Win. Mag. 150gr. pointed soft point 
ammunition– 100 rounds total. 

777. Assorted NcStar Mounts – AR riser with quick release Weaver mount, Weaver 
mounts, ring mounts, flashlight/laser offset mount, and a rail mount. 

778. Sig Sauer P226 .40 S&W Centerfire X-Change Kit- new in its package. Kit 
includes a slide with Nitron finish, barrel, recoil spring/guide, Siglite night 
sights, magazine, owner’s manual, and a carry case. 

779. Large grouping of assorted .380 Auto ammunition – 543 rounds in total in 
mostly fmj, some mc, and jhp. 

780. Assorted archery related accessories – Satellite Titan 100 broadheads, Savage 
Pendulum sights, replacement tips, Trophy Ridge Sidewinder-3 100gr, bow 
strings, and others. 

781. (6) Rifle scopes – Tasco Ranger 4x32 w/ box, Tasco Super Sniper 3-9x32 w/ 
box, Hy-Score Sierra 3-9x32 w/ box, and three marked Japan. 

782. (2) Barnett Crossbows crank cocking devises for a Quad-400, Wildcat C5, and 
Panzer V. Also many rope cocking aids, and two boxes of Beman and Easton 
carbon arrows- full and partially full. 

783. (7 Boxes) Remington Core-Lokt 7mm Rem. Magnum 175gr. pointed soft point 
ammunition- 140 rounds in total. 

784. Various AR-15 rifle parts – AR15/M4 aluminum quad rails, GMG detachable 
front and rear sights for an AR15/M16, A2 style front and rear sight combo, 
and a loose front sight. 

785. Assorted ammunition – (50 rounds) Federal 12ga. 2 ¾” buckshot, (7 rounds) 
.50 AE, and (5 partial, 1 full) .17 HMR, and a partial of .22 WMR. 

786. (3) Foreign bayonets – Japanese Type 30 Arisaka and two Swiss M1918 
bayonets marked Waffenfabrik Neuhausen with scabbards. 

787. Sig Sauer P250 .40 S&W Compact X-Change Kit- new in its package. Kit 
includes a barrel, recoil spring/guide, slide with Siglite night sights, 
magazine, and carry case. 

788. Large grouping of modern and vintage firearm related ephemera, awards, and 
plaques. 

789. Various accessories – Pacific reloading die set for a .357 Herrett, Lee reloading 
kit for a .30-30 Win, Ajax grips for a Ruger Blackhawk, speed loaders, and 
assorted ammunition. 

790. Mostly military related accessories including (2) Daisy Powerline 856 .177 cal. 
air rifles – lock box, military NBC kit case, Astro MKII compass, WWII meter 
box, and others. 

791. Realtree and Moultrie trail cameras in their original packaging – Realtree Plot 
Watcher Pro game surveillance system and a Moultrie Plot Stalker time lapse 
HD video camera. 

792. (10) S&B .303 British 180gr. fmj ammunition in a plastic dry box- 200 rounds 
in total. 

793. (8) Various Hogue grip sleeves new in their packages. 
794. (1000 Round Case) Speer Gold Dot .40 S&W 165gr. gdhp ammunition. 
795. Various accessories – Wheeler Delta Series AR-15 mag well vise blocks, 

Beretta 3 round mag tube extension kits, BRN-01 super X2 spring tube 
system, light, and Marine figures. 
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796. (3) Plano utility boxes full of assorted Ithaca and other gun parts. 
797. (2800 Rounds) Remington Club Xtra .22 long rifle ammunition manufactured 

by Eley Ltd. 
798. (2) S&W model M&P 9c 12 round 9mm luger compact magazines and (2) 

model 1911 .45 Auto magazines- each includes a magazine pouch. 
799. (1000 Round Case) Speer Gold Dot .40 S&W 165gr. gdhp ammunition. 

 


